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INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE AIRCRAFT WtNGS 1
By C. H. WILTS
SUMMARY
The prwnt report gives the resu-h%oj a dgtaikd study of the
flutter charadmktim ~four reprawntu$iveaircrajlm“ngs. Thti
study was md using the ele~”a-ana.tog computer at the Cali-
fornia Imtitut.e of Technology. During the cour8e of thti
investigation ~“ght importunt paramet.em of each mung were
varied and, in addition, the e$ea% of mass, inertia, pitching
Spn”ng,and location of a CO?W8?UW&?d7nu88were inv~”gai.ed
for alljour m“ngsand al severalsweepbackangles.
The introduction of thiareport discuss~ in general ternMtti
jluti characteristics of airp.kuw. The second section con-
tain8 a A.ww-ssionof the electric-analogprincipl~ thd made a
study of thi8 magnitti fem”ble. The third section contuirwa
discussion of the amodynamic and structural appm”maiim
madejor a“mplif~”ngti$utter anulyti of a m“~. Thefourth
section @“vesinformation re.?utingto the errors introduced by
the jinitedi$erence approm”mationsto continm aeroelmtic
system. In addition, dtia are given pertaining to the jtutter
chara&ristics of a wcept-”ng whui%nnel model, and the
results of computaiiww based on two assumptions regarding
oxrod~amic forces on a wept mungare do ~“ven. Th-ejifth
section listi the physz”calchuracteristimof the four representa-
tive aircra~ W“WSand the dxth seciion com!aim the compuied
jlutier characteristicsof thefour m“ngs.
INTRODUCI’ION
Flutter is a phenomenon which is observed in the transient
or unforced response of an aerodynamic system. Mathe-
hmtimlly speaking, it is observed in the solution of the
homogeneous” d.ithential equation describing the behavior
of an airplane in ilight through stiU nonturbulent air. An
airplane wing which is considered to be a continuous beam-
Eke or platelike structure has an infinite number of degrees
of freedom, and the characteristic equation which describes
the transient response has an ini@ite number of roots.
Experience has shown that only the roots of lower magnitude
(frequency) exhibit the problem of instability or flutter. It
is this fact which makes it possible to predict flutter using
‘ m analog computer, which represents only the lower fre-
quency modes of the structure, or using a few normal modes
in either digital or analog computation.
The exponents in the trimsientresponse of a linear system
are the roots of the characteristic equation. Since the char7
acterietic equation involves red parametem, the roots are
real or occur as cemplex conjugate pairs. The latter roots
are the ones of interest here. The real part of a conjugate
pair is the .reciprowd of the time constant in the transient
response and the (positive) hqaginary part is the frequency
of oscillation. This is illustrated in figure 1. Mathematical
description of the transient term is
y=~le(u+f u)~+~*e(eto)t
or in terms of real functions
y=J4L4’ Cos(d+l#)
If the real part of the pair of roots u is negative the “tran-
sient” dies out and the root is said to be stable. If the real
part is positive the transient grows exponentially until
limited by nordinearities or destruction, and the root is said
to flutter. The terminology is not strictly correct, but it is
common practice to refer to the exponents of the transient
response as flutter rcots since they are numerically equal to
the roots of the characteristic equation. Throughout this
report such terminology will be used.
Damping of flutter rcots may be measured by two dimen-
sionless numbers ~ and g, which differ from each other by rL
factor of 2. The former is generally used by control-stem
engineers; the latter, by flutter analysts. They can be de-
fined by the equation for the particular term in the transient
rwponse given ed.ier
y=Ae’ cm (Ot+@)=Ae-r4 CCS[-J~&t+#]
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I?lutter computations are usually centered around regiois
where the value of g lies in the rmge. —0.2Q<0.2. ~
such cases the factor ~ differs from unity by less than
O.S percent. For this reason it is customw-y to omit this
factor in the trigonometric term giving the following
approximation:
04
~=Ae 2 Cos (U.t+i)
This practice will be followed in this report. For damping
which is small, an approximate rule of thumb is that the
damping factor g is nearly equal to the per unit decrement
per cycle divided by r. If percent decrement per cycle 6 is
used, there results the convenient approximation ..
The flutter roots of an airplane are complex functions of
all geometrical, structural, and inertial properties of the air-
fkame as well as of the airspeed and air density. With all
other properties held constant, the lowest airspeed at which
the flutter root exhibits neutral stability is called the flutter
speed. If g is plotted as a function of velocity, the absci&a
(speed) at which the curve tit crosses the axis g=O is the
flutter speed. In this study such curves were used to deter-
mine the flutter speed, but such curves are used in this
report only to illustrate the behavior of some unusual flutter
roots. A tabulation of flutter speeds does not always give
n good picture of the flutter characteristics. An example is
shown in figure 2, where the damping of two roots is show-n.
One root becomes unstable at a speed of about 300 miles
per hour and the other, at a speed of about 600 miles per
hour. If a parameter variation increases the damping g of
both roots by 0.03, one flutter speed is raised to 350 @es
per hour, a 17-percent increase; the other is raised to 603
miles per hour, a 0.5-percent increase. A further increase
in g of 0.02 will raise the second flutter speed 0.4 percent to
605 miles per hour, while the iirs.kxoot will now exhibit no
flutter. It should be emphasized that even though a dtign
speed of, say, 500 miles per hour has been surpassed, the
system may still be regarded ns unsatisfactory. A system
so close to flutter at a speed of 360 miles per hour might
actually flutter because of weight (fuel) variations or minor
differences in stiilness resulting from variations within the
manufacturing tolerance. From the standpoint of this re-
port all three of the sets of roots discussed above will be
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regarded as having essentially the snme flutter chmacterls-
tics even though they exhibit radically d&rent theoretical
flutter speeds. Emphasis is given to this point becnum
remarks to be made later in this report may be misunders-
tood without a clear conception of this viewpoint.
This investigation was conducted at the California Insti-
tute of Technology under the sponsorship and with tho
financial assistance of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautic.
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SYMBOLS
constants.
half chord
half chord at root
half chord nt tip
symbolic representation of circulatory compo-
nent of lift force due to angle of nttnck
lift cceflicient
wing station from root, in.
Young’s modulus of elasticity
equivalent beam flexural rigidity, (lb) (sq in,)
experimental; used as subscript
flutter frequency, cps
normal mode frequency of cantilevered mgino
and nacelle, cps
flutter frequency for continuous structure
shear modulus
equivalent beam torsional rigidity, (lb) (sq in.)
91#
damping factor of a damped sinusoid,e ‘~ Cosd
vertical deflection, positive down, in.
moment of inertiaper unit length, lb secz
torsional stiffnws
increase in stMnes9,percent
radius of gyration, in.
Semispanof wing
Ma, M4, M5 twisting moment nbout elastic
mm per unit length of wing,
positive nose up, lb
mass per unit length, lb see?/sqin.
mass of concentrated mass
fuseh.ge mws
total wing mnss, lb secl/in.
total wing row-s outside of fuselage
hmmed mass
P, P,, Pl, P3, P4- liftforce per unit length of wing, positive
nose down, lb/in.
P ‘ Laplace transformation variable
!lS dynamic pressure bnsed on normal component
of velocity, (1/2) PV%2,lb/sq in.
t time, sec
w airstieam velocity, in./sec
nb flutter velocity of airplane with bare wing
Uf airstremnvelocity at which flutter occurs, iu,/sec
on component of airstream velocity perpendiculm
to el~tic axis, v ma A, in.lsec
v~ reference velocity, in.lsec
V- flutter velocity for continuous wing
w distance measured along wing
X. distance from midchord aft to elmtic nxis, in,
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xl distance from quarter chord aft to elastic axis,
Xo+ (b/2), in.
Q distance from three-fourths chord forward to
elastic axis, b —z,, in.
X3 distance from elastic axis aft to center of
mass, in.
V general variable
Au cell size for finitediffwenc8 structure
LY absolute pitch angle about elastic axis, positive
nose up, radians
6 percent decrement per cycle
1 per unit criticnl damping
e slope of elastic axis or roll about horizontal
axis normal to elastic axis, positive tip down,
radians
A sweepback angle of elastic axis, deg
P air density, lb-see?/in.4
T wing twisting gradient, bapw
u real part of pair of roots
u angular frequency, rwliani+sec
undamped natural frequency, rdians/sec
?’), (“”) derivatives with respect to time
ELECTRIC-ANALOGMETHODSOF J?LU’M’ERANALYSIS
The use of electrical analogs for the solution of aeroelastic
problems has been discussed in detail in reference 1. The
purpose of the present section is to summarize the principles
briefly. For purposes of flutter analysis the structural
system is assumed to be linear, and a linear electrical network
is constructed whose electrical behavior approximates the
dynamic behavior of the linearized structure. For this
purpose, mpacitora are ordmsrily used to represent con-
centrated or lumped inertia properties, inductors are used
to represent lumped flexibility properties, and transformers
are used to represent the geometrical properties of the
structure (refs. 1 and 2). In such electrical analogs voltages
throughout the network represent velocities in the structure
and currents represent forces.. Electronic equipment is used
to produce currents which depend on voltages in the elec-
trical system in the same manner in which aerodpamic
forces depend upon the velocities of the airfoil.
The composite electrical structure cambe regarded as an
electrical model of the aircraft in the same manner that a
wind-tunnel model would be regarded as a structural model.
The advantage of this approach lies in the relative ease with
which one can alter the properties of the model, thus pw-
forming flutter computations with great rapidity. It should
be emphasized that the normal modes of the structure are
not used as tools or elements in the analysis. The analysis
consists, in fact, in observing the behavior of an electrical
model of an aircraft in flight.
That behavior which is most readily observed is the tran-
sient response to a sudden disturbance. This method is
thomfore similar to the testing technique which is ordinarily
used for wind-tunnel models. An advantage of the electrical
method is that tuned pulses may be used so that separation
of two or more nearly ~table or slightly unstable modes of
oscillation is more readily accomplished. Basic recorded
data consist of the logarithmic decrement of the response
and the frequency of oscillation. Flutter speed and fre-
quency for any cm.@.rration are ordinarily found by com-
puting the damping g and frequency j for specific values oi
velocity and interpolating to fid the frequency and speed
at which g is zero.
APPROXIMATIONSFOR SIMPLIFYINGFLUTTERANALYSIS
STRUCNIIL4LREPRWENTATION
For dynamic analysis of airplane wings of large aspect
ratio, it is customary to treat the wing as a beamlike struc-
ture in both vertical bending and torsion. It is usually
assumed for simplici~ that w elastic axis exists. I?or an
unswept wing this is a straight line which undergoes no ver-
tical displacement when the wing is subjected to a pure
torque parallel to this axis and along which no twisting gra-
dient exists when verticil loads are applied anywhere along
this line. For an unswept wing of conventional constzwction
this simplification is usually quite accurate. For a swept
wing an elastic axis maybe defined as a stiaight line which
asaurnes a constarrt slope over its entire length when a
twisting moment is applied parallel to this line and which
has no twisting gradient when vertical loads are applied
anywhere along this line. For aspect ratios greater than 5
or 6 and for conventional wing construction, a line can be
found on the structure which satisfies this ddaition reason-
ably well except near the root. It is not uncommon to find
an equivalent elastic axis at about the 35-or 40-percent chord,
a line located aft of the leading edge a distance equal to 35
or 40 percent of the local chord.
The asanmptionof an elastic axis involves the tacit assumpt-
ion that chordwise bending of the wing is negligible. It
follows, then, that the motion of the wing at any spanwise
coordinate can be described by two coordinates, the vertical
~placement of some point on the chord, cad the angle of
twist of the chord. II wing motion is described in terms of
vertical motion of the elastic axis and twisting motion about
this line, then these motions are not coupled through the
action of elastic forces in the wing except in the root region
for a swept wing.
The root region of a swept wing is necessarily a relatively
complicated structure. However, for aeroelastic problems
an eqnkdent simple structure can be found which is com-
pletely satisfactory for wings of large aspect ratio. This can
be demonstrated by the following reasoning. The outer
sections of a wing exhibit detite beamlike properties, but
in the region of the root considerable warping of the wing
surface must take place. The aerodynamic forces near the
root of the wing are therefore not adequately described by
strip theory (see discussion of strip theory under “Aero-
dynamic Forces”). In ad&ion, the inertia effects of this
section are not readily computed. However, the effects of
the aerodynamic forces on the root section are insignificant
for ordinary flutter computations. This has been demon-
strated many times with the analog computer by removing
the aerodpmmic forces on the inboard cell of the finite-
difference structure. The inertia forces are also insignificant
compared with the elastic forces transmitted by the root
section; and it is therefore possible to replace this section for
purposes of analysis by a set of “influence coefficients”
relating transmitted forces to displacement of an outer sec-
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tion of the wing relative to the fuselage. It has been found
that in some cases these influence coefficients resemble co-
efficients for a simple beam extending straight into the
fuselage and attaching there in’some simple way. The wing
structural axis then consists of a short section which maybe
perpendicular to the fuselage center line and which is simply
attached to a swept back elastic axis which extends to the
wing tip.
Methods for determining the equivalent structure are
outside the scope of this report. Since this structure varies
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the particular wing construction used, it wm
necessary to choose a simple though typical root structure for
this study. The structure chosen is illustrated in figure 3
where the elastic axes are shown by broken lines. The break
in the elastic axis is assumed to be at the edge of the fuselage,
and the axis inside the fuselage is assumed to be straight and
perpendicular to the airplane center line. The wing is
assumed to be pinned at the side of the fuselage. Conse-
quently, all twisting moment is removed at this point and
it is not necessary to make any assumptions regarding twist-
ing rigidi~ inside the fuselage. Bending rigidity inside the
fuselage is, however, important for symmetric motion,
During the past 6 years extensive flutter computations hove
been made with the electric-analog computer for commercial
and military aircraft as well as for wind-tunnel models
including those described in references 3 and 4. In all cases
investigated, it has been found that relatively large varia-
tions in root conditions have a negligible effect on the flutter
characteristics (in the sense described in the Introduction).
Observed changes in damping were usually in the range
0<] Ag[<0.05j which has very small effect on flutter speed
unless the curve of g against velocity is very flat, ‘near zero
values of g. Needless to say, both symmetric and anti-
symmetric motion of the airplane must be permitted sinco
the flutter characteristics for the two types of motion may
be quite different.
Fuselage stitluws rmd iner@a properties usually have
values such that an asswgption of a rigid fuselage for sym-
metric motion alters the flutter characteristic little. Nor
fighter planes the error introduced is negligible. For lmge
bombers the change in flutter speed maybe appreciable, but
it does not alter the trends to be observed upon variation of
wing properties. It has therefore been assumed in this
study that the airplane fuselage is &ld. Tail-surface
flexibility does not significantly affect wing flutter problems,
A rigid tail surface with snflicient area to provide satisfactory
static stability has therefore been assumed.
AERODYNAMICFOR(7RS
For all the flutter computations given in this report, tho
aerodynamic forces have been simplified by two hnportant
assumptions:
(1) The air flow is incompressible.
(2) If the airfoil is divided into strips perpendicular to
the elastic axis, then the forces on each strip can be com-
puted as a function of the normal component of the &
stream velocity and the motion of that strip can be computed
independently of the motion of adjacent strips,
The first assumption is not required by analog methods in
general, but its use greatly increases the rapidity with \vhich
data can be obtained. -Since the purpose of tha study is not
to obtain specific accurate flutter speeds but to study trends
in flutter characteristics, this assumption doea not seem
unreasonable. With regard to the use of strip theory two
assumptions are often found in the literature. In using the
“airstream method” the wind is divided into strips parallel
to the airstwmn, and the forces and moments on each strip
are computed as though the wing were not swept and the
air flow about the section were a two-dimensional inco)n-
pr’esible flow. The aerodynamic coefficients may be taken
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to be the same as those for rmunswept wing or may be modi-
fied by a factor cos A. In applying the “normakomponent
method,” the wing is divided into strips perpendicular to
the elastic axis. The aerodynamic forces and moments are
computed as though the effective air velocity were the
normal component v cos A, and the forces depend only on
the motion of the individual strip and not upon the motion
of adjacent strips (except that some small terms may be
included which me proportional to the twisting gradient and
therefore dependent upon the motion of the nearest strips).
A critical discussion of the two alternatives is given in
reference 5. This reference recommends use of the normal-
component method.
& Before adopting the second assumption, an effort was
made to iind some correlation with experimental results.
Reference 3 contains experimental flutter speeds for a wind-
tunnel model wing with sweepback angle equal to about 35°.
This angle is sufficient to give an appreciable difference in
results obtained with the various assumptions mentioned
above. The section entitled “Finite-D~erence Errors” in
the prewmtreport contains the resultsof computations which
show that the normal-component method gives results which
nre as satisfactory as those given by any other method used.
Equations for determining the aerodynunic forces by this
method are given in reference 5. In the equations given
there, several terms are found whose theoretical justification
is not well established. These terms (grouped in special
brackets on p. 16 of ref. 5) were found to have negligible
effect on sample flutter computations. It seems reasonable,
therefore, to omit these terms from computations invol~ed
in the present trend study. With these omisiona and with
obvious changes to conform to the symbols and notation
used in the present report, the equations are:
P=P,+P,+P,
fi.=M’l+M*+M3 +M4
( )[P,=–27r(q~ (2b)c ~ #+(a+o tan A)+5 (&+o tan A)]a
P2=–27r(qJ (:) (a)
P3=–7pb’(&zo4
M,= –27r(qJ (:) (a)
“l=-”pb’[(:+’~)a-’~l
“’=2”(’J’b2’P(%)~(?)(-5’+~”)+
br+?-(%iilt’n’
The terms are grouped in the order shown for convenience in
establishing analog circuits. The last term in P, is not
found in the corresponding equation of reference 5. This
term is ramoved (mathematically) by insertion of an equal
but opposite term in P4 and a similar term in A&
It is added to P, here because the circuits which generate the
term a+o tan A also provide the term (zJvJ (&+d tan A),
the lasit part of which is not found in reference 5. As is
pointed out below, this term has a negligible effect so that
its inclusion is of no importance, but it is indicated in the
exprwaion for PI for the sake of completeness.. It should be
emphasized that the dynamic pressureq=is based on on,where
onis the velocity component normal to the elastic axis. The
coordinates a and o are both measured in elastic-axis coordi-
nates. The symbohm C(@@J is used to represent the
Theodorsen or Wagner function. A short discussion of the
interpretation of this symbolic representation can be found
in reference 6.
All terms found above can be represented by simple
analog circuits with the exception of P4 and M5. Examina-
tion of equations 6 and 7 of reference 5 shows that each term
in P4 and ills is-similar to (if not equal to) a term found in
the special brackets. Since the latter terms have been
omitted, there seems to be no logical reason for retaining
P4 and Mb. Inasmuch as their inclusion greatly complicates
the analog circuits, these terms were also omitted.
In addition to the fi.nite-difference approximations and
those contained in the assumptions of incompressible flow
and strip theory, three other aerodynamic approximations
should be mentioned. The first of these is the failure to
modify aerodynamic forces at the wing tip. The delay in the
growth of lift forces, as dem.ribedby the Wagger or Theodor-
sen, functions for two-dimensional flow; cannot apply near
the tip. Indeed, both the delay in lift and the magnitude
of the lift must go to zero at the tip. The extent of the error
introdumd depends upon the importance of tip forces in
flutter computations. Insofar as their location is concerned,
these force-sare quite important, but, because of wing taper,
the maggtude of the total force per unit length diminkhes
near the tip. Since wings of considerable taper are involved
in this investigation, it is to be expected that the error will
be relatively small. The second approximation is failure to
compute aerodparnic.forces properly at the root of a swept -
wing. As stated earlier, the error introduced by this approxi-
mation is negligible since the aerodynamic force for a large
section of the wing root can be omitted entirely without an
appreciable change in flutter speed. The third approfia-
tion is introduced by the necessity of computing the Wagner
function (or the Theodorsen function) electrically. This
function is computed using networks shown in reference 1
with an error no greatar than 2 percent over the frequency
range or time interred of interwt.
mE-DIFFERENCE ERRORS
It is the purpose of this section to summmize work which
was carried out at the Analysis Laboratory of the California
Institute of Technology to determine i3.nite-dMerenceerrors
in flutter computations for severil specfic structures.
FINITE-DII’FERENCESTRUCTURES
No practical methods have been devised for representing
general continuous structure9 with continuous electrical
systems. The electric-sm,log computer utilizes lumped elec-
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trical elements which can, in principle, be used only to con-
struct analogs for lumped mechanical systems. However,
as pointed out in references 1 and 2, it is possible to repre-
sent the dynamic characteristics of beamlike structures by
a lumped structure based upon iinite-dil%mnce approxima-
tions to prurtialdifferential equations. It is convenient to
call this lumped system a fite-diilerence structure, whether
it is a mechtmical model or an electrical analog. These
references outline the process by which inertia and stifh.wss
properties and aerodynamic forces are averaged or replaced
by single concentrated inertias, springs, or forces in the
iinite-diflerenm stiucture.
It should be remarked, at this point, that the assumption
of a finite-diilwence stmc@re insures a finite number of
flutter roots or exponential functions in the transient re-
sponse, whereas the continuous structure has, in principle,
an infinite number. Since the higher frequency roots have
high damping, only the lower frequency roots are of interest.
Two or three of these may, however, show essentially zero
damping simultaneously at a given velocity, and it is some-
times necessary to determine the characteristics of several
flutter roots. There is obviously a 10WWlimit to the number
of cells that must be used to obtain satisfactory accuracy,
sinca tmchcell adds roughly two roots to the system.
There is little information in the literature which pertains
to the accuracy with which such structures represent the
continuous system. Reference 7 gives data for static-
deflection and normal-mode characteristics of certain iinite-
diilerence structures but no information about accuracy of
flutter computations.
Using equations for aerodynamic forces based on two-
dimensional strip theory and linear incompressible fluid flow,
several “exact solutions” have been obtained for flutter
problems. Some of these are found in references 8 and 9.
These solutions are exact in the sense that no further physical
or mathematical simplifications are involved and the only
errors are introduced by round-off errors in evaluating tmms-
cendental functions and infinite series. Solution of these
same problems by use of iinite-difference approximations to
partial differential equations provides the most practical way
of estimating fl.nite-differenceerrors for other configurations
for which exact solutions are not obtainable. It is true that,
in all cases mentioned above, the airfoil has been assumed to
have uniform spamvise propw-tiesand that in most practical
cases the airfoil has a signitlcant taper. On the other hand,
reference 7 contains a study of the iinite-di.flerenceerrors in
the deflection characteristics and normal-mode properties of
both uniform and tapered beams. This study showed no
unusual ditlerences in these properties, and so it is assumed
that the results obtained for flutter of uniform airfoils are
typical of r~ults that would be obtained for flutter of tapered
airfoils.
UNIFORBfAIRPOILWITHPINNKDENDS
A uniform beam with pinned ends will support oDly sinu-
soidal modes in both bending and torsion. Flutter modes
are also of sinusoidal shape and it is therefore possible to
reduce the flutter problem to an eigenvalue problem which
can be solved with a high degree of numerical accuracy.
The finite-difference analoga for a pinned-pinned beam like-
TABLE I.—PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
PINNED AIRFOIL
kmgth, ire---------------------------------------
Half chord, b, h----------------------------------
iMasaper unit length, m, lb .w#/aq in._--------------
Inertia per unit length, 1, lb semi-------------------
Bending rigidity, EI, lb ti.z------------------------
Torsional rigidity, (7J,lb ti-------------------------
XI, in---------------------------------------------
q, ti --------------------------------------------
Air density, p, lb seG/b -----------------------------
A PINNED-
288
48
0.01036
5.170
L 412X 109
6. 87X108
9+6
–0, 6
0. 0846x 10-0
wise will support only sinusoidal modes. It is possible
therefore to get exact solutions for the iinite-diilorence
approximations to the continuous airfoil.
The airfoil chosen for this analysis is described in tablo I.
For the continuous wing, the flutter speed and frequency
were found to be VP692 miles per hour and-f-12.72 cycles
per second, respectively. Analysis of the fin.ite-ditlerenco
‘structure was carried out using eight-, four-, and two-cdl
chisions between the pinned ends. Results are given in
table II and figure 4. For this particular case it is necessary
to use more than four cells if flutter speed is to be obtained
with less than 2-percent error. By use of symmetry condi-
tions at the center of the beam it is necessruy to use only
half this number of cells with an electric-analog computer.
Thus, use of two analog cells gives a theoretical error of
about 2.2 percent, and use of four analog cells gives an error
of oDly 0.6 percent.
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FIGURE4.-Finite-dMerence flutter-speed errors of pinned-pinned
beam.
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and flutter frequency were computed for seven masslocations,
data for which arereproduced in table IV. Since the location
of a concentrated mass may be important in flutter analysis,
and since all points on a finitedifhmnce beam are not
equally suitable as an attachment point for a concentrated
mass, it was believed that a comparison of the above data
with iinite-clifTerencesolutions was quite important. Un-
fortunately, similar accurate solutions for a fiteditlerence
structure are not readily obtained, so it was necessary to use
the electric-analog computer to obtain these solutions. The
TABLE11.—COMPUTEDFLUTTERSPEEDAND FREQUENCY
OF FINITE-DIFFERENCE PINNED-PINNED AIRFOIL
Nuuer ff,
Cps
Vf,
mph
692
688
077
644
12.7
12.6
12.3
11.0
0
.008
.032
.134
0
.006
.022
.069
m
8
4
2
I rewdtiw comrwrison therefore contains both finite-difference
-.
and analog-computer errors. I?revious work has indicated
that the latter are probably not greater than 1 percent if the
Theodomen function is represented accurately.
In this analysis two slightly different beam analogs were
used. In both, the beamlike properties were represented by
a system of levers (transformers), but in o~e group the lumped
forces were applied at the junctions of the levers and in the
second group the forces were applied at the midpoints of the
“levers. The analog of the second group was once thought
to give a better approximation since it rwmbles the Russell
beam analog discussed in reference 7. Recent investigation
has shown that this belief is without foundation, and the
second analog is now preferred only as a matter of conven-
ience for esveptback wings since it provides the wing slope”
directly at the force stations where it is needed for computa-
tion of aerodynamic forces. In both cases the cantilever
condition at the root was provided by a half cell at the root,
and the forces nearest the tip were applied one-half cell from
the tip. Thus the first group involved an integral number of
cells, and the second group involved a half integgal (integer
plus one-half) number of cells. Five cases were investi-
gated; 2, 24, 4, %, and 6 cells. Since it was shown in the
previous section that less than 4 cells was of no interest for
present purposes, only the results of 4, 54, and 6 cells are
presented in this report.
UNIFORMCANTILEVERWINGWITHCONCENTRATEDMASS
Analvticrd determination of the flutter meed of a cantilever
.
wing is much more difEcuIt than that for ~ beam with pinned
ends, However, other investigators have obtained accurate
numerical solutions for a few- conjurations. The most
important of these is described in reference 9. This case is
of importance for two reasons: It involves several spanwise
positions of a large eccentic concentrated mass which greatly
affects the flutter speed; and for some positions at least two
completely different flutter roots can be found.
Table III presents the physical characteristic of the airfoil
analyzed in reference 9. In this reference, the flutter speed
TABLE 111.—PHYSIUALCHARACTERISTICSOF UNIFORM
CANTILEVER~NG
HaIfchord,b, in----------------------------------- 4
Span, 1, in----------------------------------------- 4s
hfruwper unit lengtn, m, lb se&/sq in---------------- L 377X10+
Pitching inertiaper unit length, lb seo ~-------------- a Oox 10-4
Fhmuralrfgidity, EI, (lb) (sq in.)------------------- 1.407X105
Torsionalrigidity, (7J,(lb) (sq ti.)------------__-_-- O.692X 106
Elastic-axisposition, z., ire----+ ------------------- –o. 504
Contw-of-mms position, %, in----------------------- O.156
Mom of concentrated mass, me lb se&/in----------- 3. 23X1O+
Pitch inofil~ of concentrated mass, lb se&/in_______ 0.1636
center of mass of concentrated mass, (~. in--------- –3. 274
Air density, p, lb se&/in.4--------------------------- L 165X10_7
TABLE IV.—THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL FLUTTER CHARAG
TERISTICS OF CANTILEVER WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS
@3atataken frvmrefarmcw9and11]
Calculated Esperimimtal Ihlas lo-
cntion~
per umt
span
ff,
Cps
ff,
Cps
Vf,
mph
w>
per unit,
P)
Vf,
mph
w,
per unit
(-)
0.400
------
.397
------
------
.4ss
.631
.481
.442
------
.360
521
19.1
17.4 -
16.3
15.5
b 16. 3-26.8
(d)
(d)
2L 8
2L 6
2L 4
0
.167
.229
.292
.333
.354
.625
.938
.959
.979
1.000
227
------
226
------
------
277
0359
273
251
------
205
25.27
------
19.23
------
------
2s. 04
30.68
25.67
24.87
------
23.60
22s
221
221
233
256
260
-----
261
251
231
218
0.401
. 3ss
. 3ss
.410
.451
.458
------
.459
442
.407
.334
I
.1.0 w unitveldty Is l@ tnko or E@ mph
bThkexp?rlmentalwrd ~ to showmarly simultaneousdivergmm andflutterat twofreqnencles
cCahmhted divergems qmd ISabut Z7Qmph. However,aflutta @ c-anSHUb raldatd nmthenmtidy.
G2UJf174&90
.- ——-—- —..-.—... ...— .-.
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In view of the simplicity of the flutter curves shown in
reference 9, it was expected that data would be taken at
only a few spanwise maw locations. However, it was soon
found that the flutter characteristics were much more com-
plicated than anticipated, and data were taken at 24 mass
locations in the 6-cell case. The flutter characteristics of
the wing with variable location of the concentrated mass
are sketched in figure 5 (a). As the concentrated mass is
moved outward from the root, the flutter speed drops slightly.
At a distance about 16 percent of the-total span from the
root a mum is reached, and beyond the 25-percent posi- -
tion the flutter speed rises very rapidly. At the 30-percent
position the flutter speed for this root has become equal to
the flutter speed of a completely dilferent root. The flutter
speed for this second root drops with increasing spanwise
position of the mass making it impossible to determine with
the analog mmputer the speed for the origiral root bpyond
the 30-percent position. The flutter speed for the second
root reaches a minimum with the mass at the 45-percent
position, then rises to a very high value as the mass is moved
toward the 75-percent position. A flutter mot which is
probably the second is observed for mass positions near the
tip, the lowest flutter speed occurring with mass at the tip. I
It yws also observed that divergence of the wing occurred
whenever the flutter speed exceeded about 5,000 bohes pm
second. Because of divergence, it w-asnot possible to meaa-
ure with accuracy flutter speeds which exceeded divmgeRco
speed by more than about 50 percent. As a result, fluttm
speeds with mass near the 76-percent span could not be
measured.
The flutter characteristics for the 4-, 64-, and 6-cell struc-
tur~ are shown in table V and figure 5 (b). Data for the
seven positions analyzed in reference 9 are also plottod in
the figure. Inspection of these curves shows that many moro
accurate numerical solutions are required to determine tlm
finite-difference errors for all mass positions. In spito of
the inadequate numerical data, an attempt was made to draw
a smooth curve through the known points taken from refer-
ence 9. In doing this the 54- and 6-cell analog data wero
used as a guide in determining the shape of the curve. This
curve, shown in figure 5(a), has already been discussecl. It
is realized that a significant error of aa much as 2 or 3 pm-
cent may esist in this curve for some mass positions, but thero
was no other method for obtaining estimated errore for tho
finite-difference structures. With the understanding that
the comparison data may be in error in some regions, figmw 6
I I I I -1-d I I I I
0
—.—,
o Theoretiwl _____ ,
10
n Windtunnel o Theoretical
.7
/ I \
/ 51’ I
/
/ ,,
#-- Divergence S@ed
,1 ,. FA 11. .’ll!II I !
\ / ! i ‘k\. /’
, ,. ,In--l I I lit I III \b
/> ‘ &l
+
(o)
.30 .5 Lo
Sponwise position of mass
..-
(a) Themetioal and wind-tunnelflutter characteristioe.
(b) Flutter oharacterieticsof linite-differenceanalog.
FIGURE 5.—Flutter characterietioa of uniform cantilever wing with cowentrated maw.
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TABLE V.—FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF FINITE-
DIFFERENCE ANALOG OF U’NJJ?ORMCANTILEVER
WING
“WY’””” ‘“ ‘Ph c’)of, per unit ff, w
4 cell
o 224 0.394 23.9
126 212 .373 ----
:150 213 .374 ----
.225 225 .396 la 9
.250 241 .4% la 1
.275 275 .484 ----
.325 269 .473 27.7
350 268 .454 27.2
:376 246 .431 26.3
.500 273 .480 27.6
.600 297 .522 2a2
626 308 .633 ‘2$.4
:660 376 .661 3L 4
.876 327 .676 26.7
960 237 .417 240
1:000 197 .346 224
5J4 cell
o 223 0.392 23.8
, 182 218 .383 20.3
!236 227 .399 I& 6
:264 236 . 41s 17.8
273 249 .439 17.3
:291 296 .620 2&5
.309 289 .508 28.0
. 32a 284 .600 %3
.364 274 .482 27.9
.464 244 .430 27.2
.546 2a4 .600 28.3
.600 313 .560 29.7
.636 333 .686 30.7
866 377 .664 29.4
:909 306 .637 27. (1
.946 268 .464 25.6 ~
L 000 212 .373 23.9
6 cell
o 228 0.401 23.7
.083 223 .393 23.3
167 219 .386 20.8
:217 226 .398 18.7
.250 239 .420 la o
.267 266 .448 17.1
284 286 .604 16.7
:317 296 .621 28.2
.367 270 .476 27.6
. 417 252 .443 26.8
.450 268 .464 27.2’
.600 266 .468 27.6
.660 277 .487 27.8
.683 232 .496 28.2
.600 306 .639 28.9
.616 334 .588 30.1
667 -477 =.840 ----
:868 3-49 .614 2&4
.333 319 .562 27.4
.917 276 .436 26.3
.960 242 .426 26.1
.966 226 .398 246
.984 213 .376 24.2
L 000 201 .353 23.6
lb@sspositlonlspwunStqmn measnrcdfmmrwt
b1.0per smlt vdmky-b&3 mph.
10 I
5+ Cells
o / “1 /
\ / ~
\
-lo
Spom& position of MOSS
l?muan 6.—Flutter+peed errors of finite-differenceanalog of uniform
cantileverwing with concentmted maw.
ma prepared shotig the percentage error in flutter speed
for the vtious analogs as functions of the mass location.
l?or 5+ and 6-cell structures the average errors are about 2
percent. It can be readily seen that, although a 4-cell
analog gives yery satisfactory results for the bare wing (mass
position O), it is necwary to use more than 4 cells if errors
less than 5 parcent are required at other mass locations. A
further discumion of this investigation will be found in
reference 10.
As a result of this analy&, it was decided that all flutter
computations made in this trend study would be made using
6* cells to represent on-half of the airplane wing.
EXP~TAL CORRELATION
Wind-tunnel tests have been made of many model struc-
tures. It is diflicult, however, to find unclassified data in
which the structure is completely and accurately described.
In the course of this investigation, two cases were found in
which a correlation between experimental and commted
characteristics could be attempted. The first of these is the
uniform unswept, cantilever wing discussed in the preceding
section. The flutter speed and freqqency observed in a
wind tunnel are reported in reference 9 and a companion
report, reference 11. These data are summmized in table
IVj which also contains the computed values of reference 9.
A better understanding of the correlation is obtained if the
experimental data are plotted with the aaaumed analytic
solution. Figure 5 (a) shows such a compm-ison. The corre-
lation for this case seems unusually good.
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FLUTTER SPEED OF A SWEPT-WING MODEL
The second case for which correlation with experiment is
possible is found in reference 3. This reference gives results
of wind-tunnel tests to determine the flutter speed of a model
wing with sweepback angle equal to 34.5°. This wing had
two concentrated masses attached at approximately the 30-
a.ndSO-percentspan positions. In an effort to compare the
airatream and normal-component aerodynamics for flutter
computations, an electrical analog was consh-uc~d for this
wing. I?or any sweepback angle it is to be expected that the
two methods will give flutter speeds d&ring by a factor of
approximately (COSA)ti, unless the aerodyntic coefficients
are modified by the factor cos A in the airstream method, in
which case the hvo methods should give similarresults. The
principal difficulty encountered was determination of the
properties of the concentrated masses on the wing, since
reference 3 does not give complete information about these
mmses and their geometrical location. The best data that
could be deduced from this report are given in table VI.
Since the masses are dined with the airstreambut are repre-
sented in elastic-rmiscoordinates, a product of inertia be-
tween roll and pitch exists. Since no such information was
available, the product of inertia was omitted from computa-
tions, and the rolling inertia about a chord line was assumed
to be one-half as large as the pitching inertia about the
elastic axis. It is believed that these approximations and
simplificationswill affect the results by less than 1 percent.
A comparison of observed and computed characteristics is
given in table WI. The first three normal-mode frequencies
show satisfactory agreement, with differences of 1, 5, and 3
percent, respectively. The flutter speed computed with
either representation of aerodynamic forces is lower than the
wind-tunnel value. Ii the case of the airstream method,
the discrepancy is 19 percent, or, if the aerod~amic coef6ci-
ent.sare modiiied, 11 percent. Using the normal-component
method, the discrepancy is 12 percent. Flutter frequency is
in error about 20 percent in all cases. Although the observed
difleremes are relatively large in all cases, it is concluded
that the normal-component method recommended in refer-
ence 5 is satisfactory for this model.
CHARACTERISTICSOF FOUR REPRESENTATIVEAIRCRAFT
Plan forms and stilhwss and inertia data were chosen after
surveying the various fighter, bomber, and transport planes
developed in recent years. I?our representative airplanes
were chosen, two fighters and two kirge bombers. Smaller
attack bombers and transports were not included Jecause
of lack of time. The airplanes chosen are not similar in all
respects to any particular set of four airplanes, but they do
have stillness and inertia properties which resemble four
specific aircraft. I?lan form, sweepback angle, elastic-axis
location, and ccmcentrated-mass locations were, however,
chosen more arbitra-fiy so that this report could remain
unclaskiied. The four basic plan forms are shown in figure 3.
The basic fighter A has a bare unswept wing with span of
about 500 inches, taper ratio of 2.0, and aspect ratio 6. The
basic fighter B has a wing sweepback angle of 30°, a span
of about 400 inches, and a taper ratio of 2.o. The two btic
wings have the same length measured along the elastic axis
TABLEVI.-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICSOFSIVEPTBACK
WING lVITH CONCENTRATEDMASS
~t9 bksnfrom rekenm 3;momdetailed informationwar bofound h ttdsrofercrm% Moss
of wing L9for portion outlxm-d Orrwt rdmjnt. DoQ for COU~bti ~ wo nOt
giw?mexplidtly fn rokonm 3 and must b mgordul as only approstnmto,]
wing 13haracta’istics:
“Span, ir e- —----------------------------------- 4s. 3
bl?oot half chord, bn h--------------------------- 52
bTip half chord, b=, h---------------------------- 2.36
Wing total mwj, ~, lb se&/in._------------.----- O.00784
Tunnel fluid density, p, lb se@/ti.l--------..------.. 3.40X 10-7
Sweepback angle, A, d%------------------------- 346
Concentrated-mass characteristics: Outtmrd
Mae+ m., lb m@/ti._------------------ 0.%X6 0.00462
Pitoh inertia about elastic axis, lb se@/in.- 0.0712 0.0192
Per unit spanwise position (from root) --- 0.30 0.78
Center-of-masa pm-tion, (zJ. in---------
– 1.74 0.50
lMamredafong erwtfaaxiL
b i4fe%mra3~dlcnlw to ektfo axfs.
TABLE VII-EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTED FLUTTER
CHARACTERISTICS OF S’WEPTBACK WING WITH CON-
CENTRATED MASS
I Normal mock frcquenoks,
Type of frequenuy
*
Experimental model frequency ----- 0.97 30.9 37. t)
Measuredanalog frequency -------- (L91 326 30.1
, ,
I Flutter charaoteristkw
Type of result
Wind-tunnel results, vf,---.-------
Analog results, normal-component
method -----------------------
Analog results, airstream method s--
Analog Iwults, aktream method b--
bLUt cmflhfmt CLu-2r as A.
and the same chords measured
axis.
The basic bomber A has an
about 1,700 inches, taper ratio
of, mph
193
170
157
173
AvJvr.
o
–. 12,
–. 10
–. 11
~
ff) WJ
20.1
242
!24.0
240
perpendicular to the elastic
unswept wing with span of
of 2.6, and aspect ratio 12.
It has a concentrated mass representing an engine nacelle
at the 0.46apan position with center of mass about one-half
chord forward of the elastic &. The basic bomber 13 has
a wing sweepback angle of 30°, a span of about 1,600 inches,
and a taper ratio of 2.4. It also has a concentrated mass
representing an engine nacelle at the srunerelative position
as for bomber A. The two basic wings have the same length
measured along the elastic axis and approximately equol
chords when measured parallel to the airstream.
Nlass per unit length, pitch inertia per unit length, bcmd-
ing rigidity, and torsional rigidi~ were drawn as smooth
curves approximating the characteristics of some typical
modern aircraft. h described in reference 2, these data must
be collected or lumped over distances corresponding to the
cell length of the analog finita-difference structure. The
assumed curves and the lumped values are shown in figure 7.
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The lumped values are also listed in tables VIII to XI, which
givo all pertinent characteristics of the basic airplanw.
Eight fiport.antp~~eters of thO basic airplane figs
were varied in an effort to iind similar features in the flutter
clwimt eristica of the vw-ious W&L The quantities varied
and the extent of their variation are summarized as follows:
%In *
Quantity_
VJingmm density,perunitbasic------------ 0.5 2.0
V’ingpitohinerti~perunitbaeio------._----. 0.5 2.0
Bending rigidity, per unit basio -------------- 0.67 1.5
Tomiomd rigidity, per unit basio ------------- 0.67 1.5
Center*f-mass location, percent chord -------- 25 60
Elastic-a&location,percentchord---------- 30 50
Chord,perutit bmio---------------------- O.67 L5
Sweepbackangle,den---------------------- o 45
~lt~ the exception of sweepback angle, these quantities
were varied one at a time horn their basic value. However,
for all four basic airplanes, some or all of the parameters
were varied for two or three values of sweepback angle. It
is realized that the above variations do not constitute a
comprehensive survey. However, to a considerable estent
the chnnges in flutter speed due to several variations are
additive if the variations are small and are made simultane-
ously. Another liniitation is that the flutter characteristics
are affectcd by the spamvise variation in the first seven
TABLE VIII.-CHARACI’ERISTICS OF BASIC FIGHTER A
(a) Physicalcharacteristic
Sweepbao~angle,A, den--------------- ------------- 0
Sornispan of wing,’ 1, h----------------------------- 238
Cell size for finite-difference struoture, Au,in---------- 34
-Root. chord,b b,, in---------------------------------- 106
Tip ohord,bb .=, m ---------------------------------- 53
Taper mtio ---------------------------------------- 2.00
Aspect mtio --------------------------------------- 6
‘Wing elastic axis, percent chord ---------------------- 40
Wing center of mass., percent ohoti-------__--------__ 40
Total wing m= external of fuselage, n~fl lb EXX%I----- 10.7
Fuselage mass, W, lb se&/ti ------------------------- 21
Fuselage radius of gyration, pitoh,” in---------------- 100
Fuselage radius of ~ation, roll, in------------------- 25
Fuselage center of mass aft of elastic axis, in---------- 0
Tail center of premure aft of elastio ask, in------------ 230
Tail ~ sq h------------------------------------ 3,000
Air density, p, lb =Glin.d---—----------------------- 1.1413Xlo-7
(b) Inert~wand stiffnessvaluealumpedfor finite-differencestructure
H14Station ---------------- 123 4 6 6Per unit span *--------- 0.2140.3570.500 0.643 0.786 0.928Lumped rmwa, %, lbHalf ohord,b b, in-------- 47.3 4.5 39.8 36.0 322” 2&Secwn.--------------- 1.73 1. 0.98 0.66 0.40 0.23Lumped pit ch inertia---- 695 668 405 253 126 53
dlOIOf(dy/EI) ------ 19.8 61.3 112 205 415 773 ----
cI101Of (dy/(?J)___ 56.3 145 219 365 667 1,260 850
bMcamred IWF&dkdOrtod@3ti0h
oAbout 12~0 BM&
dstMnc39rrdne9am llnnwd betn-eenIn9ssstations.
s
c
c
a
;
a
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TABLE IX.—CHARACTERISTICS OF BASIC FIGHTER B
(a) Physioal oharacteristica
hveepback angle, A, d%---------------------------- 30
lemispan of wing,’ 1,h------------------------------ 238
MI size for finite-difference struoture, Ay,in---------- 34
Root chord,b bn h---------------------------------- 100
rip chord,b b -=, m.---------G ------------------------ 63
I’aper mtio ---------------------------------------- 2.00
Wing eltilu axis, percent chord ---------------------- 40
‘Wingcenter of ream, percent chord ------------------ 40
P.otrd wing mass external of fuselage, %J, lb seWti ----- 1400
Fuselage mass, ml, lb w@Iti -------------------------- 21
Fuselage radius of gyration, pitoh,” in------------------ 100
Fuselage radius of ~tion, roll, ti.-----------.------- 26
Fuselage wnterof mass aft of elastic asia, in----------- 0
rail center of premure aft of elastic ads, in------------ 230
~ti~, sq in------------------------------------- 3,000
Air density, p, lb se&/ti.4--------------------------- L 140X10-T
(b) Inetila and stiinees valua lumped for ilnitc-difference struoturo
Station ---------------- 1 2 3 4 5 0
Per unit span “--------- 0.214 0.3570.500 0.6430.786 0.028
Half chord,b b, in-------- 47.3 43.6 39.8 36.0 322 2a 4
Lumped mass, =, lb
serF/in.-_--------_--- 1.52 1.43 1.32 1.16 0.94 0.60
Lumped pitoh inertia---- 628 577 603 411 310 204
dlOIO~(dy/EZ)--------
/
33.0 100 156 221 321 447 ----
dlO1°.f(dy/GJ)------- 71. 193 283 551 400 430 224
. M133.5aredalong ekstla *
bMqmn%d ~dhlor ta ekutlo axk
lAbut *C axk
dStMnes valncsam Irmuxd htweon nu?s statlorw
quantities listed. The four basic cases, two fighter and two
bomber airplanes, can be regarded as four cases in which
spantie variations have been made. However, since five os
six of the quantities are varied in going from one case to
mother, it is not possible to determine the effect of span-
vise variation of only one of the parameters. Other quanti-
ks which were thought to have second-order effeots were
lot considered. Among these are altitude (represented by
.atio of air density to wing mass), fuselage mass and pitohing
nertia, and tail ccniiguration. This does not imply that
iutter velocity is independent of altitude, but with very
ninor variations the flutter velocity varies inversely as tho
;qume root of the air density.. Sea-level air density was
Ned throughout this study.
It is improbable that bombers of the plan form and sim
Itudied will be flown without engines on the wing. Conso-
pently, the basic cases of interest are those in which a
concentratedmass is located there. On the other hand, it is
If some interest to compare the characteristics of the bnro
ving as well as those of a wing with concentrated mass.
)oth bombem A and B were studied with bare wing as well
a with concentrated mass in the baaic position on the wing.
For purpose of reference it is necewwy to assign a number
o designate each particular case. The group disoussedabove
omprisea 175 cases.. The assignment of case numbers is
how-n in table XII. This table shows most rapidly the
arious cases that were studied.
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TABLEX.—CHARACTERISTICSOF BASICBOMBERA
(n) Physicalcbaracterictica
Sweepbaokangle,A, d~---------------------------- o
Scmispmof w@’ 1,ti------------------------------ 845
CCUsize for finite-differencestructure, AgI, in-------- 130
Root chord,b bn in---------------------------------- 200
Tip chord,bb=, in------------------------------------ 80
Taper ratio ---------------------------------------- 2.50
Aspect rntio --------------------------------------- 12
JVingelaeticaxis,percentchord---------------------- 40
Wing center of mass, percent chord ------------------- 40
Tot al wing mnss external of fuselage, ~fl lb ser+/in----- 39.7
Fuselage mass, mJ, lb se&/h ------------------------- 120
Fusehqy radius of gyratio~pitch,o in---------------- 240
Fuselage radius of gyration-roll, in------------------- 60
Fuselage center of mass aft of elastic axis, in----------- 0
Tail cmter of premure aft of eWlc asis, in------------ 700
Tail men, sq in------------------------------------- 20,000
Ajrdemity, P,lb se&/h} ---------------------------- 1.146 X1O+
(b) Inertia and stiffness values lumped for finite-difference structure
Itntion---------------- 1 2 3 4 5
-1 r
6
Pm unit span, a------- 0.154 0.308 0.461 0.616 0.769 0.923
Half chord,b b, in------ 90.8 81.5 72.3 63.1 53.9 44.6
Lumped mass, ?ii, lb
sccl/in.------------- 6.28 6.46 4-16 2.47 0.98 0.50
Lumped pitch intertia- 13,300 10,600 7, 1503,640 1, 170 360
d1010.f (dy/EI) ---- 3.3 8.
I
14.3 30.5 101 650 ----
dlOIO~(d@J)---- 10.0 23.1 30.9 47.5 143 618 618
l bfeazured alcng elnstio ids
b hkcsurcd perpendlcnbr tc ekstIo axis.
QAbcut ehzt[o IX&%
d 8tllhK53VdUC9tuc lUICX between w titicns.
Concentmted masses on fighter wings usually consist of
fuel tanks, bombs, or similar stores. It is impossible, there-
fore, to select a single value for mass and inertia which can
be regarded as typical. For certain positions many values
for mass and inertia were chosen, although in most of the
cases studied the number of values was restricted by the
time available for computations. For reference purposes,
the basic mass for fighter planes was arbitrarily chosen to
be one-quarter of the mam of the entire wing (half of the masa
of one side), the pitching radius of gyration was set equal to
30 inches, and the roll radius of gyration was aasumed to be
16 inches or less. Specific data for the two iighters are listed
in trtbloXIII.
Concentrated masses for bomber airplanes are usually en;
gine nacelles, with a mass which can be predicted within a
factor of 2. Nevertheless,“it is of some interest to study the
effect of various mass values in these cases also. Basic mass
value for both bombers was assumed to be 15 pounds-seconds
squared per inch, which corresponds to a weight of nearly
(3,000pounds. Pitching radius of gyr@ion was assumed to
be 36 inches. Basic mass position was assumed to be at the
0.4&span position and 60 inches in front of the elastic axis.
These data are also tabulated in table XIII.
The concentrated-mass characteristics varied in this study
are:
(1) Mass
(2) Pitching inertia about center of mass
(3) Spanwise location
(4) Chordwise location
(5) Pitching flexibfity
The assignment of case numbers is more difiicult for this
phase of the study. Although speciiic spanwise positions
were chosen, it was not possible to choose chordwise positions
beforehand. The chordwise positions were chosen as the
data were obtained. In some cases more than 20 positions
were used for a given spanwise location. Consequently, one
case number was assigned to all chordtise variations at n
given spamvise location. A summary of all variations with
the corresponding case numbers is given in table XIV.
Pitching flexibility of the concentrated mass was varied
in six cases involving both bombem. In all cases, the chord-
-wiselocation of the center of mass wwabasic (table XIII).
In three caaes the maw was in basic spantie position and
TABLEXI’.-CHARACTERISTICS OFBASICBOMBERB
(a) Physicalcharaoteriatk.
Swmpbackangle,A, d~---------------------------- 30
SemisPan of wing,~ 1, ti----------------------------- 845
cell size for tlnite-clMerencestructure, A~, in----------- 130
Root chord,b b,, h---------------------------------- 170
Tip chord, b b= ti----------------------------------- 70
Taper mtio---------------------_------------;----- 2.43
Wing elactic axia, percent chord ---------------------- 40
Wing center of ream, percent chor&------------_----- 40
Total wing mass external of fuselage mr lb sec$/in----- 48.7
Fuselage mass, mj, lb m&fi -------------------------- 120
Fuselage radi~ of gyration, pitclqe in------------------ 240
Fuselage radiuc of gyration, ro~ in------------------- 50
Fuselage canter of mrm9 aft of elactic ati, in----------- 150
Tail center of pressure aft of elastic axis, in------------- 700
Tail area, sh in------------------------------------- 20,000
Air density, p, lb w&/ti.4---------------------------- 1.146 X 10-7
(b) Inertia and stiffn~ values lumped for finite diikencc structure
r’ 13tition------------------ 1 2 3 4 56Per unit spana--__------ O.1540.308 0.461 0.6150.769 0.923Half ohord,b b, in-------- 77.3 69.6 61.9 64.2 46.5 38.8Lumped maw, E, lbse&/in.-------------- 6.28 5.23 4.26 3.35 2.7 2.47Lumped pitch inertia--- 3, 9403,0802,2001,560 910 390
UOIO~(d~jEI)------ 7.12 18.8 31.0 64.9 91.6 141.0 ----
dlOIOf (dy/(3J_)------- 6.31 15.5 22, 6 42.2 77.8 110.0 60
* Mmmrai rdcngekuth ads.
bMewred peqmndIdar todasHcY@s
oAbmt Ck@O ark
ds-valnm archunpcdbtween lnassstatlom.
in three oasea the mass was at the tip. Case numbers are
given in table XIV.
TRENDSIN FLUTTERCHARACTERISTICS
REFERENCEQUANTITIESANDGRAPHICALPRBENTATION
Results of the study of trends in flutter characteristics
which are listed in table XV are given in miles per hour
TABLE XIL-A2131GNMENT On (MSE NUMBERS
Clam nnmbm of—,
Vwlable factor Valuo or type l“ig~ter Fl&er Fit-w F1 htw h~twr Iqber Bofber Bo~ber Bo~ber Bo~ber Bor&r Bo&ber Bor#mr
.%. $150 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
A-h” A=&” A,=MW A=#O; A # ; A=ti”; A~&i A.=&; A_3iT; A_ljO; A_~O;
*M .M .M -B -B ~B
Boo----------------------- ------------------ 1 ---- 2s 42 68 72 84 98 113 114 137 162 163
Mufaotir--.-------------- 2---------------- 2 ---- 24 43 59 74 68 99 115 120 138 164 106
1/2- . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ---- 26 44 00 75 80 100 110 127 139 155 100
P1tah inertia faetOr-.---.--.-- 2---------------- 4 ---- 20 46 01 70 37 101 117 12.s 140 156 107
l/2-------------- 6 ---- 27 40 02, 77 38 102 118 129 141 167
Bonding rfgidlty faotm .----.-- 3~-------------- 0 . . . . 28
103
47 03 78 89 103 119 130 142 158 109
2/3-------------- 7 ---- 29 46 04 79 WI lc4 MU 131 143 159 170
Tm-donal rlgidlty factor ------- 3/2-------------- 8 ---- 30 49 05 24 91 105 lm 132 144 100 171
2p-------------- 9 ---- 31 Ml 00 81 92 Iw 122 133 145 101 172
I.aml tinwa varlntiOn------ -----------------. 10 ---- 32 ---- 07 ---- 98 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
b Cent-w of mud, percent -.-... 25.--.--.--.--.-- ---- ---- ---- 51 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
32,6------------- ---- 20 ---- 52 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
40--------------- 1 19 28 42 .58 72 84 98 113 114 137 162 163
46--------------- 11 ---- 33 53 0s ---- 94 107 128 134 146 102 179
50--------------- 3 12 21 34 64 69 m 96 108 124 135 147 103 174
oo--------------- 13 22 35 55 70 83 90 109 126 136 148 104 175
b Eltio &-i@ pemwnt--------- 30--------------- ---- ---- ---- E-2
35-----.---.----- ---- ---- 30 ---- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ---- :::: ::::
----
40--------------- 1 ---- 23 42 68 ---- 84 98 ---- ---- 137 ---- ----
60--------------- 14 ---- 87 67 71 ---- 97 110 ---- ---- 149 ---- ----
Ohord fe.ator---- .------------ 3/f2-------------- 15 ---- 38 ---- -:-- ---- ---- 111 ---- ---- 160 ---- ----
213-------------- 16 ---- 39 ---- ---- ---- ---- 112 ---- ---- 151 ---- ----
Bwmpbaok anglq deg--------- o---------------- 1 ---- 23 23 6s 68 ---- 113 113 113 162 162 152
15--------------- 17 ---- 40 40
30--------------- 18 ---- 41
---- ---- ---- ----
41 --k -;i- :::: --ii --ii 98 137 137 137
45--------------- 19 ---- 42 42 73 73 ---- 114 114 114 lba 153
Nacelle plteh flexibility ------- Mem at station 3. . ---- ---- ---- ----
163
170 ---- ---- 178 177 ---- ---- ---- ----
Mare at tip-_----- ---- ---- ---- ---- 179 ---- ---- 181 160 ---- ---- ---- ----
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TABLE XIH.-CONCENTRATED-MASS CHARA~EFUSTICS
AND LOCATIONS
(a) Characteristka
Fighter
Basio mass, lb w2/b..---------.-----.- 268
Pitoh radius of gyration,’ in------------ 30
15
6
Roll radius of gyration, in-------------- 15
0
Basio spanwise position,b in.----.------- ------
Brmio ohordwiso position,” in------------ ------
* Abut C~O nXJWnll%trmmmOrdinOtES.
b Outb.mrdfmm mnttr Hnemeasurd aleag elestfe&
. For!vord of elostlo~ pnmllel to afm~m.
(b) Location
Bomber
15.0
35
17. s
7
------
------
390
60
I
Locations of ccncentrd$onw per unit span,* at
Afrplano
1 2 3 4 4.5 6 5.5 6 Tip
Fighter- O.214 0.368 0.500 0.643 --- 0.786 --- 0.929 1.00
Bomber- . 154 .308 .461 .615 0.692 .769 a846 -923 1.00
. DfEtieeserommmmxfin pwdt ~ alengelmtbark.
ttnd in per unit valuea of a reference speed. The reference
velocity chosen is
vO=l(Y in./aec=668 mph
Obviously n flutter speed of 1.5 wouId not represent a retd-
istic value since this would correspond to supersonic speed
with a hlach number of about 1.1. However, such a number
still has useful signiikance for two reasons: (1) A major
purpose of this study is to establish trends and to determine
what configumtiom tend to be more or less stable than
others, and (2) a change in stiilness is equivalent to a change
in velocity, so that a structure with one-half the stitlness of
another, but otherwise unchanged, would exhibit a flutter
speed I/@ times w great as that of the other, a value equal
to 1.06 or 600 miles per hour in the case given above.
All geometrical, structural, and inertia quantities are given
in per unit values. For example, distances are measured in
units of the airplane semispan, and masses in terms of a basic
value. Specific numerical values can be obtained using
figure 3 which gives linear dimensions of the airplanes, figure
7 which gives inertia per unit length and rigidi@ values,
and tables VIII to XI which list all other pertinent charac-
teristic of the four basic airplanes. The density of air at
sea level was used throughout these computations. The
value chosen is: \
P=1.146X10-7 lb sed in.+
In presenting reauhk graphically, flutter speeds have, in
general, been reduced to dimensionless values by using the
flutter speed of the bwic configuration as the veloci~ unit.
For example, when plotting antisymmetric flutter speed &
a function of wing mass density for a particular wing such
as that of fighter B with A=45°, the flutter speeds have
been divided by the antisymmetric flutter speed of fighter
B, A=45”, with basic wing mass. Symmetric and antisyn-
metric results are both presented, rather than choosing the
one which gives lowest flutter speed. Where such results
are presented in the same figure, symmetric results are gen-
erally indicated by solid lines, and antisymmetric results,
by dotted lines. Specific numerical values for the flutter
speeds and flutter frequencies are found in table XV.
, MASSANDlNEllTIAVARIATIONS
In most practical configurations the normal mode of vibra-
tion with lowest frequency is predominantly a bending mode
and is usually called the first wing bending mode. In the
absence of a large concentrated mass on the wing, a pre-
dominant torsional motion is usually observed in the third
or fourth mode. Siple flutter can often be predicted with
engineering accuracy using only these two modes as the
normal coordinates of the structure. When a large con-
centrated mass is involved, the situation is much more
complex. Two or more torsion modes as well as two or
more bending modes beccme important in flutter compu-
tations, and several flutter roots may be observed which
predominantly involve various ones of these modes. For
eccentric massea it becomes, in fact, impossible to speak of
bending and torsion modes since many modes will involve
both large bending and torsion displacements.
- In those cases in which fluttsr involves a bending mode
and a higher frequency torsion mode, it can be said that a
structural change which separates the frequencies of these
modes ordinarily raises the flutter speed, and a change
which makes the frequencies more nearly equal lowers the
flutter speed. This generalization is not always valid. A
change in mass de~lty without change in pitching inertia
has gnmtest effect on. first bending frequency even in cases
with large sweepback. Consequently, increase in wing
mass density would be expeoted to give an increase in flutter
speed, and a decrease in mass densiw, a decrme ~ flutter
speed. Changes in pitching inertia xould normally be
expected to have an opposite effect. Such variations were
made for three Kghter configurations, four bare-wing bomber
configurations, and five bomber configurations with concen-
trated mass. The mass density and pitching inertia were
separately changed by factors of 2.0 and 0.5, making a total
of 48 configurations in addition to the 12 basic cases.. Refer-
ence case numbers are given in table XII.
Tabulation of flutter speed and frequency for each case
will be found in table XV. The results are also shown in
&ore 8. & mentioned earlier, the flutter speeds have been
reduced to dimensionlessvalues by using as the velocity unit
the flutter speed of the basic wing for each basic configuration.
The trends predicted above are found in most cas~. In the
_.——... ——- .—--- —.- .— .-—. —.
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TABLE XIV. -CASE NUMBERS FOR CONCENTRATED-MASS VARIATIONS
Bomber B
Fightex ~ A= O”{with radius of Fighter A, A=4S~, with radius of ::%,ek% :%?%% A= 0°, wit~
~tion, m., of— gyration, m., of— radius of gyra- radius of gyra- radius of gyra-
‘lln bada Station tion, in., of— tion, in., of— tion, in., of—
6 15 30 6 15 30 35 35 36
1 Root ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 248 ---------- ----------
1 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------- --- ---------- 276
2 ------ 182 183 218 219 220 249 264 277
3 ------ 184 185 221 222 223 250 265 278
4 ------ ------ ------ 224 225 226 261 266 279
4.5 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 252 ------.---- ----------
5 186 187 188 227 22a 229 253 267 280
5.5 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 2s4 ---------- ----------
6 189 190 191 230 231 2-32 255 268 281
Tip 192 193 194 233 234 235 256 269 282
0.50 1 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ---------- ---------- 283
2
~----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 267 270 284
3 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 258 271 286
4 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 259 272 286
5 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ‘ 260 273 287
5.5 ------ ------ -----: ------ ------ ------ 261 -------_-- ----------
6 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 262 274 288
Tip ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 263 275 280
2 . Tip 195 - 196 197 ------ ------ ------ ---------- ---------- ----------
1 192 193 194 233 234 235 ---------- ---------- ----------
.60 198 199 200 236 237 238 ---------- ---------- ----------
.16 201 202 203 i----- ------ ------ ---------- ----------
.08
----------
204 205 206 ------ ------ ------ ---------- ---------- ----------
.037 207 208 209 ------ ------ ------ ---------- ---------- ----------
.015 210 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
.008
-------&-- ---------- ----------
211 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ---------- ---------- - ----------
1 5 186 187 188
1“
227 22% 229 ---------- ------.--- ----------
.50 ------ ------- ------ 239 241 ---------- ---------- ----------
.16 212 213 214 ------ ------ ------ ---------- ---------- ----------
.037 215 216 217 ------ ------ ------ ---------- ---------- ----------
1 Tip * 242 * 243 a 244 l 245 l 246 ~ 247 ---------- ---------- ----------
* Case number for fighter B.
\
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1,1
Lo
.9
.s
1.1
1.0
.9
,8
1.1
1.0
,9
,8
1,1
1.0
,9
I.2
1.1
1.0
.9
1.2
1.1
1,0Vf
.9
.8
.7
1,1
I.0
.9
1.2
1.1
1,0
,9
1,2
1.1
1.0
.9
1.1
1.0
.9
1.2
1.1
1.0
.9
1.2
1.1
1.0
‘9 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 .5 1.0 1.5 20
Wing moss density Wing pitching inertia
(a) Fighters A and B.
(b) Bomber A.
(o) Bomber B.
(d) Bomber B; concentrated mws on wing.
FXWBE 8.—Effeot of wing mass and inertia variatio=
case of bare-wing fighters the effect is very systematic. The
average of ill casea is given as follows:
Messtie Pm lnErt18value “’8%%%’
0.5 LO –12
20 L o 6
LO 5 8
L o 2:0 –9
The effect, though uniform, is quite small.
The results for bombers show mwh less consistency.
For cases both with and without concentrated masses, the
eflect of wing-maw densi@, vtiation is unpredictable.
Nearly half of the cases show trends which are opposite to
that predicted above. The addition of a eoncentmted mass
at the 0.46-span position reversed the trend in several cases.
On the other hand, change in wing pitching inertia did show
a systematic trend for all bomber cams. On the aver~~e a
change in pitching inertia by a factor of 2 changed the
flutter speed about 7 percent.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) A change of wing pitching inertia shows a systematic
trend for all wings although ~he effect is small.
(2) A change of wing mass shows a deiinite trend for
typical fighters although the effect is small.
(3) Change of wing mw.s for typical large bombers
with or without concentrated mww shows no
systematic trend.
~= VARIATIONS
It has been pointed out (e. g., ref. 1, p. 783) that when
iiicompressible fluid flow is assumed, a change of sti.fhwssis
equivalent to a change of veloci~ insofar as transient
response of an airfoil is concerned. Censequentiy, it can be
said that a uniform iucrtwe in stiffness will raise the flutter
speed by the square root of the factor by which stfiess is
increased. In most airplanes it is found that the increase
in torsional rigidity is primarily responsible for the increase
in flutter speed and that, in general, a change in bending
rigidity over rather wide limits does not change the flutter
speed significantly.
As shown in table XII, 12 contlgurations were studied to
support this conclusion. Site both bending rigidity and
torsional rigidity were separately changed by factors of 0.67
and 1.50, there are a total of 48 case numbers assighed to
this group. The results of this study are listed in table XV
and presented graphically in figure 9. For ease of compari-
son flutter speeds are conv~ted to dimensionlessvalues, and
flutter characteristics for changes in bending and torsional
rigidity are plotted side by side. In general, it was found
that change in torsionalrigidity by a factor of %or %increased
or decreased the flutter speed by 20 percent and that a
similar change in bending rigidi~ had a negligible effect
upon the flutter speed. Among the 12 configurations studied,
the following exceptions to this trend were noted:
(1) Bomber A, A= O”: In the antisymmetric case both
bending and torsional riggdi@ had roughly equal effect,
flutter speed changing +10 percent for a rigidity change of
%or %.
.—
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TABLE XV.-FLUTTER SPEED AP7D FREQUENCY
Symmetric Antisymmetrio
CA Airplane ‘
VI,mph OJ,per ff, CP Vr,mph VJ,per ff, CPS
Unit unit
1 Fighter A 989 1.74 14.2 1, 091 L 92 &7
2 1, 080 L QO 10.4 1, 102 1.94 6.13
3 - 892 L 57 lfl 8 1, 068 L88 11.3
4 835 1.47 124 1,011 1.78 &l
5 1, 102 L 94 15.0 1, 142 201 8.7
6 972 L 71 148 1,085 L 91 9.1
7 1,000 1.76 13.7 1, 119 1.97 8.3
8 1, 222 215 l& 8 1, 369 241 10.2
9 795 1.40 120 886 1.66 7.4
11 813 L 43 140 989 L 74 8.6
12 710 1.25 13.9 {
636 L 12 16.6
892 1.57 &b
13 619 L 09 129 {
646 .96 16.0
778 1.37 7.9
14 773 L 36 141 . 868 L 51 8.2
15 796 1.4 120 790 1.39 7.1
16 1,295 228 15.7 .----- --.--- ------
17 938 L 65 14.4 733 1.29 17.2
18 949 L 67 15.0 750 L 32 17.7
19 1,028 L 81 15.7 881 L 55 17.5
20 1,415 _ 249 14.5 1, 267 223 161
21 847 L 49 149 784 L 38 17.0
22 790 1.39 146 796 1.40 15. f)
23 Fighter B 1,074 1.89 7.4 1,017 1.79 6.9
24 1,006 L 77 5.3 1,057 1.86 4.8
26 875 1.54 10.8 938 1.65 9.2
26 989 1.74 6.6 926 1.63 6.1
27 1, 131 1.99 &o 1, 074 1.89 7.4
28 1,023 L 80 8.2 1,017 L 79 7.2
29 1,040 L83 &8 I, 017 1.79 6.8
30. 1,273 224 &4 1, 244 219 &3
31 835 1.47 6.7 830 1.46 6.9
33 881 L 55 8.0 898 1.68 &6
34 767 L 35 &l 824 1.45 6.1
36 653 L 16 7.3 710 L 26 ------
36 1, 244 219 7.8 1, 227 216 7.3
37 862 1.50 7.4 813 1.43 t16
38 784 L38 7.1 727 L28 .55
39 1,358 239 &6 1,392 246 &3
40 943 1.66 al 760 1.32 11.2
41 932 L64 9.0 801 1.41 11.4
42 983 L 73 9.2 1,023 1.80 11.6
43 1,051 1.85 6.7 1, 131 L 99 9.2
44 847 1.49 11.8 847 1.49 13.9
45 864 1.62 8.0 1,080 1.90 10.0
46 1,074 L 89 9.8 1, 159 204 126
47 983 L 73 10.2 983 L 73 129
48 960 L 69 8.7 1, 074 1.89 11.2
49 1, 176 207 lL 7 1,313 231 13.8
50 801 L 41 8.3 801 1.41 10.6
61 2, 171 3, 82 1E6 - - -, .2,057 3.62 13.8
62 1, 188 209 8.8 1, 142 201 120
63 898 L 58 9.3 1,017 L 79 11.2
64 835 L 47 8.9 1,307 230 7.9
65 766 L33 8.4 989 L 74 (?%4
56 1,347 237 10.2 1,250 220 124
57 784 L38 %0 949 1.67 lL 4
.
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Case
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
10s
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
TABLE XV.—FLUTTER SPEED AND FREQUENCY-Contiiued
Airplane
Bomber A
Bomber B
symmetric
710
625
943
602
784
688
733
898
563
625
685
540
534
1,085
1, 193
784
1, 165
966
1,017
1,034
886
1,086
847
750
580
818
864
761
676
909
790
830-
1,017
648
705
636
540
614
1,296
1,290
1,278
1,216
1, 341
1, 307
1,273
1, 563
1,068
1, 14s
1,040
898
1,023
966
1, 699
1,295
1, 489
1,284
UJ,per
unit
1.26
1.10
1.66
1.06
1.38
1.21
1.29
1. 6S
.99
1.10
1.03
.96
.64
1.91
210
1.38
2+05
1.70
1.79
1.82
1.66
1.91
1.49
1.32
L 02
1.44
1.52
1.34
1.19
1.60
1.39
1.46
1.79
1.14
1.24
1.12
95
1:08
2.28
2.27
2.25
214
236
2.30
2.24
2.76
1.88
2.02
1.83
1.58
1. so
1.70
299
“228
262
.226
fr, CPS
9.4
7.5
122
&2
10.2
9.7
9.3
11.4
7.9
8.8
8.4
7.8
8.6
17.9
17.7
&6
20.9
145
21.8
17.4
19.3
23.7
142
18, 3
17.6
9.4
7.8
11.4
&o
10.8
9.6
9.6
11.8
7.8
9.5
8.9
8.1
9.8
10.7
7.3
14.1
9.9
11.1
10.9
10.5
129
8.9
10.1
9.2
al
9.3
&8
125
10.2
11.7
7.1
Adisymmetio
VI, mph
869
648
972
682
1, 040
761
1,000
1,227
619
676
663
455
628
699
835
886
1,011
663
903
697
705
77s
744
710
869
608
642
676
563
608
886
767
983
864
852
989
773
949
807
648
563
466
663
1, 261
1,250
1, 341
1, 176
1, 318
1, 244
1,278
1, 568
1,017
1, 108
1,011
876
1,000
909
1,750
1,352
1,432
1,261
of, per
unit
1.63
1.14
1.71
1.20
-1.83
1.34
1.76
216
1.09
L 19
.99
.80
93
1:23
1.47
1.56
1.78
1.15
1.59
1.05
1.24
1.37
L 31
L 25
1.53
1.07
1.13
1.19
99
i 07
1.66
1.36
1.73
1.62
1.50
1.74
1.36
L 67
1.42
1.14
.99
.82
.99
222
2.20
236
207
232
219
2,25
276
1.79
1.95
1.78
1.54
L 76
L 60
3.08
238
252
222
ff, OPS
8.8
7.0
16.8
7.5
9.9
&6
126
------
7.0
8.0
7.4
6.7
7.7
9.6
P)
10.6
18.9
7.5
20.1
&2
154
9.9
9.7
9.0
11.0
7.9
8.7
(~)
17.4
&o
9.9
8.7
9.6
7.1
120
8.1
10.1
12.6
6.6
9.8
10.5
10.5
10.7
9.8
7.0
143
9.6
10.3
10.2
10.6
13.0
&3
9.4
8.9
&o
9.1
&2
126
&8
11.3
6.6
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TABLE XV.—FLU’M’ER SPEED AND FREQUENCY-Concluded
Symmetric Antieyrnmetrh
case Airplane
VI,mph VJJper ff? CPS w) mph vf, per ff, CPS
unit unit
116 Bomber B 1, 284 226 13.7 1, 347 237 15.3
117 1,227 2.16 9.4 1,239 218 8.4
118 1,341 2+36 10.8 1,477 260 {
9.6
11.4
119 1,284 226 10.2 1,284 2.26 9.3
120 ‘ 1,250 220 10.6 1,347 237 11.3
121 1, 534 270 13.0 1, 653 291 13.8
122 1,051 L 85 &3 1,051 1.85 7.6
123 1, 108 1.95 9.2 1,074 1.89 8.3
124 . 983 1.73 86 955 1.68 7.8
12s 813 1.43 7.4 773 1.36 7.0
126 1, 523 268 8.8 1,477 260 7.8
127 1,472 259 155 1,409 248 14.8
128 1, 392 245 10.4 1,335 235- 10.5
129 ; 1, 557 274 122 1, 500 2,64 120
130 1, 528 269 11.5 1,477 260 11.0
131 1,420 250 11.3 1, 386 2.44 10.7
132 1, 738 3.06 126 1, 699 299 13.1
133 1, 250 220 9.4 1,205 212 9.0
134 1, 364 240 11.0 1,284 226 11.0
135 1, 261 222 10.2 1, 188 209 10.6
136 1, 119 1.97 -8.7 1,080 1.90 10.2
137 1, 165 205 7.1 ‘ 1,244 219 10.3
138 1,023 1.80 4.5 1,239 2.18 7.0
139 1,261 222 13.7 1, 205 212 14.2
140 1,108 1.95 7.0 1, 170 2.06 9.8
141 1, 182 208 7.3 1,284 226 10.4
142 1,205 212 8.1 1,267 223 10.7
143 1, 108 1.95 6.1 1,239 218 9.6
144 1,358 239 7.5 1, 517 267 11.8
146 9X3 1.73 &6 1,034 L 82 &7
146 1,074 1.89 7.3 1, 131 1.99 10.2
147 1,023 1.80 7.7 1,034 1.82 9.6.
148 898 1.58- &3 898 1.58 8.6
149 972 1.71 6.7 1,023 1.80 9.7
160 881 1.55 7.2 909 1.60 8.5
151 1,483 261 7.3 1,665 293 10.8
152 1,216 214 10.1 1,216 214 10.4
153 1, 114 1.96 6.6 1,421 250 10.4
154 1,193 210 6.5 1,216 214 6.7
155 1,159 204 13.8 1, 170 206 13.9
156 1,136 200 9.4 1, 142 201 9.2
157 1,261 222 10.5 1,261 222 10.4
158 1, 199 211 10.0 1,193 210 9.9
159 1, 199 211 9.9 1, 182 208 10.1
160 1,466 2’58 121 1,449 255 124
161 977 L 72 al 977 1.72 8.1
162 1,057 1.86 9.9 1,057 L 86 9.8
163 949 1.67 9.4 960 1.69 9.6
164 818 1.44 8.7 818 1.44 86
165 1,040 L 83 43 1,438 253 7.16
166 1,2-44 219 10.2 1, 375 242 14.0
167 1,080 1.90 6.4 1, 347 2.37 10.0
168 1, 125 1.98 6.6 1, 460 257 10.5
169 1,205 212 7.4 1,455 256 11.2
170 1,000 1.76 5.5 1,386 244 9.7
171 1, 227 216 6.7 1,699 299 11.9
172 983 1.73 6.0 1, 188 209 9.1
173 1, 040 1.83 6.5 1,313 231 10.9
174 1,000 L 76 6..5 1,216 214 11.0
175 920 1.62 6.5 1,085 1.91 10.5
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(2) Bomber B, A=45”:
above.
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Symmetric case same as cfse (1)
(3) Bomber A, concentrated mass at 0.46 span, A=OO:
In the nntisymmetric case tomional rigidity had a 50 per-
cent greater effect (+30-percent change in flutter speed)
and bending rigklity had a negative effect (+10-percent
change in flutter speed).
(4) Bomber A, concentrated mass, A=30°: In the sym-
metric case, the trend was normal only for decrease in tor-
sional rigidity and increase in bending rigidity.
These exceptions do not constitute a major deviation, and
the trend is considered well established.
LOCALSTIFFNE9SVARIA’I’1ONS
It is not to be expected that the effect discussed in the
precading section will be observed if torsional rigidity is
changed at various stations along the wing. In the absence
of a concentrated tip mas, any effect on flutter speed must
vanish for stations near the tip, and presumably the largest
effect will be observed for stations near the fuselage. Be-
cause of the great ease with which these data could be
obtained, the effect of local stiffness variation was obtained
for several configurations.
The analog computer requires lumping or averaging of
inertia rmd stifhmss properties. Consequently, it is possible
to determine readily only the effect of a stifl%ess variation
which must be assumed to extend over the entire length of
a cell in the finite-difference structure. The basic data
consist therefore of step curv-. TO obtti an approximate
value for the per unit change in flutter speed per unit change
in stiffness per unit length at any point along the wing, it is
necessary to dram a smooth curve passing through the step
curve such that the areas under the two curves are approxi-
mately equal. It is believed more suitable to present the
step curve and let “the reader do any smoothing his applica-
tion requires. The configurations studied are listed below:
(1) I?ighter A, A= O”, symmetric and antisymmefiric,
case 10
(2) Fighter B, A* O”, symmetric and antispnmetz-ic,
case 32
(3) Bomber A, kOO, bare wing, symmetric, case 93
(4) Bomber A, A=OO, concentrated mass at 0.46 span,
symmetric, case 67
Results of this study are presented in iignre 10. The
abscissa of a curve is the spanwise station at which the bend-
ing or torsional rigidity variation is made. The ordinate is
the per unit change in flutter speed per unit change in stiess
per unit length along the wing. If, for example, the stiflhess
is increased j percent over a distance w along a wing of
semispan t between the stations d— (w/2) and d+ (w/2), then
the ordinate of the smoothed curve at the abscissa dp?when
multiplied by j(w/Z) will give the approximate percent change
in flutter speed.
Data for the two fighters show- great similarity both for
symmetric and antis~etric conditions. The greatest
effect is obtained by changing torsional rigidity near the
midspan position, slightly outboard for fighter A and slightly
inboard for fighter B. The effect of a bending-rigidity
change was found to be small at all stations. In most cases
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FIGURB 10.—Effeot of local stiffness variation on flutter speed.
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a smrdlnegative effect was observed, the flutter speed drop-
ping slightly M the bending rigidity was increased.
Bomber A without concentrated mass showed a similar
trend with the following exceptions:
(1) Maximum improvement was obtained by changing
torsional rigidity near the root of the wing (0.25*pan
position).
(2) Increase in bending rigidity was observed to decrease
the flutter speed by an amount which was 5 to 10 times
greater than that for fighter A.
Addition of a concentrated mass at spanwise station 0.46
has a great effect on this characteristic. The mass chosen is
typical for an airplane engine and is sufficiently large so that
the wing is, to a certain extent, pinned at this”point for the
particular flutter root involved. Consequently, stiifncss
changes inboard of the engine have a negligible effect, and
changes outboard have an effect very similar to that observed
for a bare wing of reduced length.
It shouId be remarked at this point that the result dis-
cussed above is not to be regarded as a trend for all con-
figurations. When the flutter is primarily an outer-wing
bending-torsion flutter, this result is to be expected. Ex-
perience has shown, however, that occasionally an inner-
panel torsion mode is involved in flutter, and change in
torsional rigidity outboard of the nacelle has no significant
effect. It is unfortunate that such a configuration was not
investigated for this report.
CENTEE-OF-MASSLOCATION
The location of the wing center of mass has a great effect
upon flutter speed of an airplane wing. The general trend
is that flutter speed increases as the center of mass moves
forward. It is not generally true that it is at a constant
chord lomtion at all spanwise stations. Howevar, for pur-
poses of studying the tiends, it is necessary to asaume some
basic position for the center of mass. Past experience has
shown that a center~f-mass location near the elastic axis
(usually slighdy aft) is both realistic and typical. For this
reason the basic position of the center of mass was assumed
to be the elastic axis or 40 percent chord. Variation in
center-of-mass location was between the 25- and 60-percent-
chord points. Thirteen contlgurations were studied, the
various center-of-mass locations comprising 53 casea listed
in table XII.
The results a~e listed in table XV and are shown graphi-
cally in dimensionless form in figure 11. The general trend
is thut the flutter speed increases as the center of mass moves
forward and decreasea as the center of mass moves aft,
except for center-of-mass locations far behind the @&ic
axis. For positions near the elastic axis the flutter speed
changes about 3 percent for a shift in center of mass equal
to 1 percent of the chord. For the extreme aft positions
(60 percent chord) most of the curves become quite flat,
and in about four cases the flutter speed has started to rise
slightly as the center of mass is moved farther aft. On the
other hand, the curves become very steep for centermf-mass
locations forward of the elastic axis. In most cases the
increase in flutter speed was so great that data could not
be obtained for the 25- and 32.5-percent-chord locations
because the flutter speed greatly exceeded the divergence
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speed. The average percentage change in flutter speed for
a shift in center of mass equal to 1 percent of the chord
depends upon location of the center of mass as indicated
below:
Centmraf-mam location, peroent chord-------------- 40 50 60
Change in flutter speed, ~rmnt---.-----------.---- 3.1 1.7 0.8
One unusual case was noted. The results for fighter B,
A=45”, in figure 11 (a) show an unusual behavior for aft
center-of-mass location in the antisymmetric case. A study
of the frequency of oscillation for each position tends to
support the conclusion that two different flutter roots are
involved. In any case the results axe anomalous and could
bem further investigation.
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I?ighter A, A= O”, shows anothar unusual characteristic in
the antisymmetric ease. One flutter root disappears as the
center of mass is moved forward of the 46-pereent+hord
location. This result, shown in figure 11 (a), is more easily
understood by refexring to figure 12 where the curves of g
against v are plotted for this configuration. A similar case
shown in fi=~e 11 (b) has two readily observable flutter
roots, one with low and the other with high flutter frequency.
Data for both msea me given in figge 11 (b). It is true
that only the one with the lower flutter speed is of practical
interest, but for purposes of studying trends both are equally
important. A plot of g against o for this ease is also shown
in figure 12.
~TIGAXTS LOCATION
A main component of the aerodynamic pressures on an
airfoil is equivalent to a form applied at the quarter chord.
Consequently, the elastic-axis location relative to the quarter
chord determines the nature of the coupling between mro-
dymunic forces and the structure. If elastic-axis location
alone were changed, both center of pressure and center of
mass would change with respect to the assumed stz-uctumd
axis. In order to separate the effects due to these two
changes, the center of mass was moved with the elastic axis
in the configurations discussed here. Aerodynamic coupling
in which the center of pressure (quarter chord) is forward
of the elastic axis may have a destabtig influence while
a center of pressure aft of the elastic asis generally haa a
stabting effect.
Elastic-axis locations between the 30 and 50 percent chord
were used in the 16 cases listed in table lCU. Jkndts are
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given in table XV and figure 13. In all ea.seathe expected
trend was observed. For an elastic axis near the 40 percent
chord, the flutter speed changed 3.2 percent on the average
for a shift in elastic axis equal to 1 percent of the chord.
Tti” effect is not linear over a wide range; however, the
flutter speed increases more rapidly m the quarter chord is
approached and decreases more slowly as the elastic rmisis
moved aft. For an elastic axis at the 50 percent chord, the
corresponding change in flutter speed was only 1.8 percent.
CEORDVARIATIONS
A change in chord of a wing is usually accompanied by
signihnt changes in maas, inertia, and stifhess as well as
changes in other characteristic. In an effort to assess tho
effect of aerodpamic pressures alone,.variations were made
in which mass, inartia, and stiffnesswere held constant while
the chord length was changed. Lccation of the elastic mis
w-asmaintained at a constant per unit chord station so that
the distance between quarter chord and elastic asis changed
in proportion to the change in the chord length. Site the
magnitude of the aerodynamic force increases with chord
length and since the predominantly destabtiing lag of the
Theodorsen function increases with chord length, it is to be
expected that the flutter speed will decrease as the chord
length is increased.
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Four configurations were studied in which the chord
length was changed by factors of 0.67 and 1.50. The eight
crises and the con@gurations are listed in table ~. Flutter
clmrncterietics are given in table XV and figure 14. The
results are remarkably uniform. On the average, a 7-percent
change in flutter speed results horn a 10-percent change in
chord, smaller chords giving a higher fluttw speed.
SWEEPBACE
The effect of sweepback upon flutter speed depends upon
mfmy factors. In conventional wing design, the root
structure varies greatly with sweepback angle, and the
equivalent elastic axis may show considerable variation in
position. J?or wings of large sw-eepback angle and low-
rispect ratio, the concept of an elastic axis may not be useful
in describing structural properties. From another point of
view the problem is even more perplexing since there is not
general ngreement about the nature of the aerodynamic
forces on a swept wing. In the section of this report entitled
Winite-Dtierence Errors” the results of three methods of
computation were compared with results of wind-tunnel
tests of a model wing which was sweptback 34.5°. ‘hvo
methods were found to give similar results, which were
significantly better than those of the third. Although the
ngreement was not entirely satisfactory, it was decided to
use the aerodpamic forces recommended in reference 6.
l?or the present investigation, the following assumptions
were therefore made:
(1) Aerodynamic forces are as disc&ed in the section
entitled “l?inite-D~erence Errors.”
(2) To achieve a sweepback angle, the wing is rotated
about a verticnl axis through the intersection of the unswept
elastic axis and the side of the fuselage. The tip is, however,
terminated parallel to the airetream so that only the span
measured along the elastic axis is unchanged in length.
(3) Stwctural properties of the wing are unchanged by
sweepback.
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(4) The center of mass of the fuselage is moved aft as the
sw-eepback angle is increased so that it coincides roughly
with the center of pressure of the wing.
(5) No modifications were made for aerod.yntic forces
at the tip.
The five basic configurations.are shown in table XII, which
gives reference numbers for the 17 cases. The results are
given in table XV and @ure 15. Flutter characteristics of
the two iightarsshow a reasonable correlation, and, in general,
a decrease in flutter speed for sweepback angles other than
zero. However, the bombws do not show a correlation with
the fighters or with each other. It is significant that a sub-
stantial change in flutter speed with sweepback angle was
observed. In one case, flutter speed increased more than
60 percent for a 45° sw-eepback,while other cases showed a
30-percent demease for sweepback angle of about 25°.
In addition to the cases above it is possible to crossplot the
variation of flutter speed with sweepback angle for the follow-
ing parameter vtiations of bomber B: Wing mass density,
wing pitching inertia, bending rigidity, tomiona.1rigidity,
and center-of-mass location. hIost of these are plotted in
figure 16. It is interesting to note that the general trend
for bomber B is to a great extent independent of these varia-
tions.
CONCENTRATED-MASSPIT-Q PLEXIZ_
The engines on .presenkday bombers are sometimes
mounted in nacelles on pylons some distance below the wing.
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FICJUED 16.—Effeot of Svi’eepbaokon various modifications of bomber B
Bemuse of the inherent flexibility in such a structure and its
fastening to the wing, the dynamic characteristics of the
engine are altered. Because of the symmetry of the struc--
ture, it is possible to write two sets of equations for the
nacelle, one involting pitching, vertioal, and fore and aft
motion and the other involtig lateral, rolling, and ymving
motion. These sets are uncoupled except through inter-
actions with the wing. The characteristics represented by
the equations involving pitch have a greater effect on flutter
characteristics, or, stated in another way, the assumption of
a rigid pylon for lateral motion has not ordinarily been ob-
served to introduce great differences in flutter characteristics.
This assumption becomw less valid for wings with large
sweepback. On the other hand, a eigniiieant variation may
be observed as the pitching flexibilities are vaxied. For
pitching motion it is usufdly quite accurate to assume an
effective center of rotation at some point in front of and below
the elastic ati. Unless a speeiiic case is to be ccwzidered,
however, it is just as satisfactory to assume this center of
rotation at the elastic axis, since variation in the location of
this point has only a seccnd+rder effect. Consequently,
in this study the center of rotation for pitching motion was
established at the elastic axis and the pylon was assumed
rigid for lateral motion.
Six crisesshown in table XII were investigated:
(1) Bomber A, A= O”, mass at 0.46 span, ease 176 -
(2) Bomber A, A= O”, mass at tip, &se 179
(3) Bomber B, A= O”, mass at 0.46 span, wise 177
(4) Bomb~ B, A= O”, mass at tip, case 180
(5) Bomber B, A=30”, mass at 0.46 span, case 17S
(6) Bomber B, A=30°, maw at tip, cam 181
In all of these cases the chordwise position of the mass wrIs
basic, 60 inches forward of the elastic axis.
In presenting the results an effort has been made to put
the data in dimensionless form. Thus, the flutter speed is
given as a per unit value of the flutter speed with rigid
connection. This basic flutter speed can be found in table
~. The flexibility is conveniently measured by the
normal-mode vibration frequency of the nacelle with tlm
wing held rigid in pitch. However, instead of using the value
of frequency in cycles per second, this frequency is measured
in per unit value of the flutter frequency with rigid connec-
tion. Values for the flutter frequency with rigid connection
can also be found in table XIV. There are two frequencies
of the nacelle which might be regarded M significant. One
of th~e is the cantilever frequency in which the wing is held
rigid in both pitch and plunge. However, for large bombors,
the wing has such great flexibility in vertical bending that
greater significance might be attached to the frequency when
pitching motion is constrained and vertical motion is com-
pletely unrestrained. Because of the location chosen for
the basic mass, the ditlerence in these frequencies is a factor
of 2, the frequency with vertical motion unrestrained being
higher. For presentation of data this higher value of fre-
quency was chosen, beeause in those cases where a “tuning”
effect was observed the maximum effect occurred when this
frequency was equal to the flutter frequency for the basic
rigid mass.. One exception to this is observed in the discus-
sion below. .
Results are plotted in figure 17. IVineof the twelve cases
show a predominant decrease in flutter speed as the rigidity
is reduced from an iniiuite value. Seven of these cases show
a minimum flutter speed when the nacelle frequency is nearly
equal to the rigid flutter frequency. This decrease varies
between 7 and 37 percent -withan average value of 18 perccmt.
TWO cases show a decrease in flutter speed but no tuning
effect. The maximum rate of decre~w occurs, in fact, when
the nacelle frequency is far below the rigid flutter frequency.
In both cases the flutter speed drops to an asymptotic value
about six-tenths of the basic value.
Three of the twelve cases show an increase in flutter speed
as the rigidi@ is reduced from an tite value. In two
cases incxease takes place in the region where nacelle Irc-
quency is roughly equal to the flutter frequency, and in botl]
cases the flutter speed increases more than 60 percent. Tho
last anomalous case shows a resonance or tuning effect.
It is anomalous for two reasons: (1) The flutter speed rises
to a sharp peak about 10 percent above basic value, and
(2) this occurs when nacelle frequency is twice w great as
the flutter frequency. It should be pointed out that, for
this rigidity, the flutter ilequency is equal to the nacdlo
frequency with wing attachment constrained in bending as
well as pitch.
EFFECTOF ACONCENTRATEDMMS
Nhny aircraft structures have engines, stores, or external
fuel tanks attached to the wing in such a way that they rLct
dynamically as concentrated masses. It has long been
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pitching frequency.
known that the location of such a mass has a significant
effect on flutter. Unfortunately, other aerodynamic and
some structural problems do not permit location of such a
mass so that maximum flutter speed is obtained. On the
other hand, within the redrictions imposed by other con-
~siderations, it is often possible to improve flutter character-
istics significantly by proper choice of mass locations.
This investigation has included a detailed examination of
the eflect of a concentrated mass on the flutter character-
istics of several configurations of the four basic airplane
wings. Preliminary study of this effect showed such interest-
ing and unusual effects that the scope of the in-wstigation
was eqmnded beyond that originally proposed. The result-
ing data are so voluminous that it is d.iflicult to present them
effectively. In particular, it is impractical to wmstkct a
table which gives all of the data obtained, and so graphical
presentation is required. Two methods have been ~dopted
in this report. For a given spamvise location of the mass,
the flutter speed can be plotted as a function of the chordwise
location. This has been done for all cases investigated.
Since the concentrated maw is alined with the airstresm, it
is most convenient in caseswith sweepback to move the maw
parallel to the airstrwm rather than perpendicular to the
elastic axis. Where suilicient data are available, these curves
can be summarized in a single diagram in which lines of
constant flutter speed are shown on a drawing of the wing
plan form. For the concentrated mass located anywhere on
such a contour line, the flutter speed will be the same. The
result is essentially a topographic map of the flutter-speed
surface, where each point on the plan form represents a
possible location for the concentrated mass.
Several d.ifiiculties arise with both methods of presentation.
The main source of difficul~ lies in the fact that several
importamt flutter roots exist for a wing with concentrated
mass.. For certain locations of the mass, one root will show
lowest flutter speed, while for other locations another root
will have the lowest flutter speed. Since the analog com-
puter is essentially an electical model, it is usually impossible
to fmd one of these flutter speeds if another root has a flutter
speed far below the tit. It is possible, therefore, to find with
certainty only those portions of a given -flutter-root surface
which lie beneath all other flutter-root surfaces. For one
configuration studied, four such distinct surfaces were posi-
tively ident%ed and it was not possible to establish that
surfaces appeaxing at widely separated regions were or were
not related. In most cases the roots were dillerentiated by
obttig essentially marginal stability for two distinct roots
along the line where the two surfaces intersect. It can be
readily appreciated that many points are required to establish
the flutter-speed contours, particularly where several inter-
secting surfaces are ihvolved. It was, in fact, impossible in
the time available to obtain sufficient data to establish all
interesting features about these contoum. However, it is
believed that all important features are shown correctly in
the figures presented here.
The curveEwhich show flutter speed as a function of chord-
&e position at a iixed span frequently show intersections
between diilerent flutter roots. In identify@ these roots,
it is useful to know the flutter frequency associated with
each root. The simplestway to present these data is to show
the value of frequency at a few selected points along each
curve. Where roots intersect and both frequencies were
measured, both values are shown. In some cases where
actual-frequencies were not measured, low, medium, or high
frequency is indicated.
For convenience the concentrated mass was placed at the
center of a finite-dillerence cell except in three cases where
additional information was obtained by placing it halfway
between cells. It is convenient to identify these locations
by the cell number as has been done in table ~, which
assigns a case number tw each contlguration. It must be
remiimbered, however, that the cell diviions are slightly
diflerent for bomber and fighter airplanw, and therefore the
spanwise station for a given cell number will be different.
The location of these stations in terms of unit span is given
in table XHI. In the figures, the spanwise position is cor-
rectly given as a fraction or per unit value of the wing semi-
span.
The size of the concentrated maas and its pitching and
rolling inertia also af?ect the flutter speed. Since past experi-
ence has shown that rolling inertia has a small effect, a few
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cases were chosen for further investigation of the magnitude
of this effect. For a concentrated mass located in the tig.
it is reasonable to assume a radius of gyration which is a
small fraction of the average half chord. For a mas sus-
pended below the wing it is unI&ely that the distance wilI
exceed half of the average half chord. Two radii of gyration
equal to 0.1 and 0.5 timm the average chord for the fighter
planes were chosen. In all cases considered there was no
significant difference in flutter characteristicswhen the rolling
inertia was varied from zero to the maximum value. The
variation was, in fact, so insignificant that none of the data
is presented in this report. In what follows it may be as-
sumed that the rolling inertia of the concentrated mass has
any value between the above limits. Since the mass of the
concentrated mass and itq pitching inertia have a greater
effect, it is necessary to consider variations in these quan-
tities in several typical cases. The basic values for mass and
pitching inertia (or radius of gyration k) have been discussed
in the section entitled ~(Charactaistim of Tour Representa-.
tive Aircraft” and are given in table ~. The variations
of these values are summarized in table XCV.
!J%8 most logical W&y to give the redts is to present
first the flutter characteristic for the basic m- on each
particular airplane. J?ive airplanes were chosen:
(1) I?ighter ~ A=OO
(2) Fighter A, A=45°
(3) Bomber A, A=oO
(4) Bomber B, A=OO
(5) Bomber B, A=30°
It was di.tlicult to choose a typical radius of gyration for a
mass on a fighter plane. The values used, 6, 15, and 30
inches, are shown in table ~. l?igures 18 (a) and 18 (b)
show the effect of chordwise location of the mass at five
spamvise positions for fighter A with A= OO. Results for
all three radii of gyration in pitch are plotted on the same
sheet using difkrent symbols for each value. Circles are
used for the smallest value, k=6 inches; triangles are used
for k=30 inches; a solid line with no symbols is used for
the intermediate value. Abscissas for all curwx are chord-
w-ise distance from the elastic axis measured as per unit
value of the wing semispan. Similar data for fighter A,
A=45°, are shown in figures 18 (c) and 18 (d); six spanwise
stations were used in this cme. One surprising feature can
be noted in all of these figures: The characteristics are
relatively independent of the pitching inertia, even though
this inertia is varied from a very large value (k=30 inches)
ta nearly zero (k=6 inches). This does iot mean that at
any particular point the flutter speeds are identical, but the
overall shapes of the curves are remarkably similar.
Although these figures (iigs. 18 (a) to 18 (k)) give a good
picture of the flutter characteristics, it is easier to interpret
the results if all data are combmed to construct flutter con-
tours as discussed edier. Such contours for the minimum
and maximum values of k are shown in figures 19 (a) to
19 (h). Th~e figures support the following conclusions:
(1) A chordwise position aft of the elastic axis is almost
always undesirable.
(2) The 30- to 50-percen&spanposition and the tip location
are generally und&rable.
(3) A position forward of the elastic axis and mmr tho 70-
to 80-percent-span position will, in general, greatly increase
the flutter speed. f
Siice time did not permit a complete study of the charac-
teristic for fighter B, data were obtained only for the cases
of 0° and 45° sweepback with mass at the tip. Compmison
of the results shown in figure 18 (e) with the corresponding
data for fighter A in figures 18 (a), 18 (b), 18 (c), and 18 ((l)
shows that for this location there does not seem to bo any
significant difference in chara@ristics. Whether it is safe
to extrapolate this result to other mass locations ca~not
be said at this time.
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Since the study of fighter A showed that the pitch radius -
of gyration had a small effect and since the pitch radius of
gymtion of a bomber engine is relatively well defied, it
was decided to use only one value in the study of bomber
airplanes. However, the practice of using one engine or
two engines on a single pylon, as well as the diiferent sizes
of engines, gives a possible variation in mass which might
well exceed a factor of 2. All bomber data were therefore
obtained with both basic mass am-l half basic mass. For
ease of comparison, the two sets of data are plotted side by
side in the figures. Data for bomber A, A= O”, are contained
in figures 18 (f) and 18 @. Results for bomber B, A=OO,
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FIGURE 18.—Continued.
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are given in figures 18 (h) wid 18 (i), and the case of bomber
B, A=30°, is summwized fi iigures 1S (j) and 18 (k). Again
it b possible to simplify interpretation of these figures by
combining the results into flutter~peed contours. However,
it can be seen that data for basic mass and half basic mass
are very similar, and such contours have been prepared
only for the cases with basic msss. The flutter~peed con-
tours are shown in figures 19 (i) to 19 (n). A study of these
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figures shows some deviations from the results for fighter
airplanea. The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) A position aft of the elastic axis is almost always
undesirable.
(’2) The tip region is generslly und~able as a location
for the mass.
(3) With few exceptions, any position forward of the
elastic axis and between the root and the 90-percent-span
position will give flut@r speed equal to or greater than the
bare-fig flutter speed.
(4) There are, in most cases, no practical locations which
give any significant improvement in flutter chnraoteristics.
Two csses will be noted in which the speed might be incrensed
40 percent. The others are restricted to a 10- or 20-percent
improvement.
Site fighter planea showed remarkable variation in
flutter characteristics with mass position, it was believocl
to be necessary to examine the effect of changes in the size
(mass) of the concentrated mass. This wm fit studied at
two spanwise positions for fightar A, A=OO. The positions
are the tip and station 5 (0.79 span). Flutter charactetitics
m functions of chordwise position were mensured for several
values of mass. The three values of radius of gyration
given in table XIII were used for all mass values, except
that for very small values of mass only the 6-inch value was
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(n) Fighter A; A= O”; cymmetrio; radius of gyration, 6 inches;
1.00J=989 miles per hour.
(b) Fighter A; A= O”; symmctrio; radius of gyration, 30 inches;
1.00j=989 miles per hour.
(c) Fighter A; A= O”; antisymmetric; radius of gyration, 6 inches;
l.OOfU1,091 miles per hour.
. FIGURE 19.—Contoum of c.onatant flutter speed with concentrated
rows.
w@. However, bemuse of the similtity of results, data
are”’presented oily for the mnsimum value (k=30 inches)
‘minimum value (k=6 inches). Case numbers are listedundw
in table ~.
The results for tip location shown in figure 20 (a) show n
very interesting progression in characteristics as the mass is
‘a word
Aft
Fonvard
Aft
(d) Fighter A; A= 0°; antiaymmetrio; radius of gymtion, 30 inohw;
l. OtJf=1,091 rnika per hour.
(e) Fighter A; A=45”; symmetna; radius of gyration, 6 inohcs;
l,OOJ=1,028 miles per hour.
l%URE 19.—Continued.
re(lucecl to zero. hlost striking is the fact thnt no significant
change takes place when the mass is varied from twice basic
value to half basic value. Even with mass reduced to 8 per-
cent of basic value, the three flutter roots for antisynmmtric
motion and the two flutter roots for symmetric motion
can still be identtied though their characteristics are by this
time somewhat altered. Similar data for the mass at 0.79
span are presented in figure 20 (b). Figure 20 (I-L)also
illustrates gmphicdly the danger in extrapolating rcaults.
For a mass at the 0.10 chordwise position and symmetric
motion, mmass equal to 0.008 basic mass incremes flutter
speed to 1.07. Doubling the mass increases it to 1.16.
Again doubling it will increase the speed to some unknown
vrdue greater than 1.4o. However, if tho mass is ngnin
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l.OOJ=1,028 miles per hour.
(g) Fighter A; AU450; antisymmetric; radiue of gyration, 6 inohea;
1.0uf=881 miles per hour.
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(a) Concentrated mnm at tip.
FIGURE 20.—Effect of size of concentrated mw on fluher ahnrnotor-
istics. Fighter A; A= O”.
inoreased by a-factor of about 2.8, the flutter speed (of
anothar root) will have dropped to 1.00 again.
Flutter characteristics were also measured for baaic and
half basic mass at the wing tip with sweepback angle of 46°.
This case was chosen because the antis~etric character-
istic for a 30-inch radius of gyration (fig. 1S (d)) showed o
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very unusual characteristic. l?igure 21 (a) shows that reduc-
tion of the mass by a factor of 2 eliminates the anomalous
behavior, but in all other respects gives results which are
essentially the same as the basic mass. J1’igure 21 (b) gives
similar data for the maw at the 0.79 span position with A=
45°. Agdin the results for basic mass and half basic mass are
not signi6cantly cWerent. It is perhaps untie to attempt
any general statement, but there is every indication that the
essential features shown in the flutter-speed contours of
figure 19 would not be profoundly altered if either mass or
pitching inertia were increased or decreased by a factor as
large as 2,0.
ACCURACY AND PROBABLE ERRORS
It is believed that a discussion of the expected accuracy
of the results will be more meaningful now that the reader has
observed the nature and scope of the data obtained. The
analog computer is not composed of perfect electrical
elements. For example, the inductors used in this study
have lose characteristic corresponding to a damping factor
of about g= O.01. Transformers also have signifkant loss-w..
The electrical analog of the airplanes studied in this report
had an electrical damping corresponding to a structural
damping between g=O.02 and g= O.03. This is not greatly
different from the damping to be found in conventional
&craft construction, so no corrections were made for this
internal damping.
No general statement can be made about tle effect of
random computer errors. Some give rise primarily to an
error in the damping factor of the roots, in which the &o)
curve is shifted vertically. Other errom give rise basioally
to cm error in velocity, in which the curve is primarily
shifted horizontally. Since the slope of the curve of g
against u is by no means constant, it becomes impossible
to give a speciiic figure for accuracy of flutter speed. In
unusual cases, where roots are of thp type shown in figure 12,
flutter may be predicted when in fact it will not occur for
these roots at all. This distinction, which must be made
mathematically, is of no importame in practical cases. An
airplane which shows a flutter damping of g= 0.01 and is
therefore theoretically stable is not to be regarded as any
more satisfactory or useful than one which shows a damping
g= —0.01 and would therefore theoretically fly apart.
Manufacturing tolerances and the safety factom required in
aircraft will not permit use of an aircraft unless it is moder-
ately stable for a significant variation in all structural
parameters. It is believed that, exclusive of errors intro-
duced by the fite-difference structure and approximations
in the aerodynamic theory, the results obtained in this study
have a probable error in damping factor of about g= +d.02
or a probable error in flutter speed of about 2 percent, whioh-
eve.ris applicable in the light of the above discussion. How-
ever, trends obtained by variation of structural parameters
are considerably more accurate than this would imply,
since any error would persist with roughly the same value in
all oases involving such parameter variations.
For cases 1 to 181, it is p’ossible to construct curves of g
against o although they have not been made a part of this
report. These curves serve to show the steepnesswith which
the roots pass through flutter and give some indication of the
accuracy of the flutter speed. This situation does not exist
for cases 181 to 289. For concentrated-mass variations,
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computations were carried out in such n way that only flutter
speeds and frequency were obtained. Consequently, it is
not possible to delineate areas which. are “safe” from the
standpoint of flutter. It is lmown, for example, that where
a long pendant lobe is observed, as for case 235 in figure
18 (d), the systim is barely unstable everywhere within this
lob,e. There axe similar regions where the system is barely
unstable within an elliptical-shaped boundary, for example,
case 212 (fig. 20 (b)). Siiarly, case 214 is barely stable
in this region and yet no flutter root is even shown since
the system does not become actually unstable at any point.
These remarks are not made to show the flutter curves
to be valueless, but to caution the reader against making
inferences not contained in the report and not legitimately
supported by the data presented here.
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
Certain trends in flutter characteristics for typical modern
aircraft seem to be indicated by-this study of the incompres-
sible flutter characteristics of aircraft wings. In some ewes
a few deviations are found. It is probable that if more
extreme aircraft designs were considered even more wouId be
observed. Nevertheless, this summary may serve as a
useful guide.
(1) In the following table are ~sted the average changes in
flutter speed for a l-percent change in each parameter, the
change being made horn the basic value except for centar-
of-mass and elastic-axis location, in which casea several
locations are assumed.
Change in parameter
~;z:~
percent
Incr=e wing maf9 1 percent _______________ o
Incrww wing pitching inertia 1 percent____ —. 1
Increase bending rigidi~ 1 percent --------- 0
IncrU toreional rigidity 1 percent --------- 5
Increaae wing chord 1 percent -------------- —: 7
Center of m= forward 1 percent of chord
from—
40-percent lomtiom----------.-------- 3.0
5@pement lomtiom ------------------- 1.7
60-percent lowtiom------------------- .8
Elastic axis forward 1 percent of chord froro-
40-percent lomtiom ___________________ 3.2
50-percent lomtioL --------------- ---- 1.8
(2) Imdized change in torsional rigidity is most effective
in changing flutter speed of a bare-wing airplane if the
change is made between midspan and root. For bombers
with large concentrated mass on the wing, torsional rigidity
either inboard or outboard of the maw will usually govern
flutter speed, depending on the type of flutter existing.
%veepback was not observed to have a systematic effect.
Pitching flexibility of the concentrated-mass support has a
definite inlluence on flutter speed. In many cases a tuning
effect was observed, with a 10- to 40-percent decrekse in
flutter speed. This effect ww not always observed; in
some cases, the flutter speed was significantly increased.
(3) perhaps the most interesting remdta will be found in
the tiects of a concentrated-mass location. For o wide
range of mass and radius-of-gyration values the results
were very systematic. For fighter-type planes it was found
that:
(a) Aft chordwise positions are usually undesimblo.
(b) The 30- to 50-percent-span and tip locations nro
generally undesirable.
(c) A forward location near the 70- to 80-percent-span
position will, in general, greatly increase flutter
speed.
For bomber-type planes these results are somewhat modified:
(a) Aft chordwise positions are usually undesirable.
(b) The tip location is generally undesirable.
(c) With few exceptions any location forward of the
elastic axis and between root and 0.90-span posi-
tion is satisfactory, although flutter speed is
rarely greater than bare-wing flutter speed by
any significant amount.
There is perhaps no need to remark that these remdts can
be altered by introduction of a fle.xibfity in the concentrotecl-
maw support.
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